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MR' DECLARES, 'KEEP OUT OF
WAR, GUARD LABOR'S RIGHTS'
If

:co Backs Seamen's Insurance, Hits FDR Arms Tax
••••••1

FP Calls For
ational
Peace Body
ASTORIA—The Maritime Federation convention this
week called upon the CIO to reaffirm its stand that the
nited States must stay out of the war and called for a
national conference of labor, farmer and other groups inter-

'Most Important
Resolution5
ASTORIA.—The convention publicity committee yesterday declared the following the most important action of the convention:
The Maritime Federation is deeply concerned with National Defense and the direct bearing this program has upon the rights of the
people.
We know that Democracy can be made to work by 'providing
such high standards of living for all the people that any threat to
our Democratic liberties will rally all true Americans to the protection of our shores—in the revolutionary traditions of 1776.
Therefore we consider the first line of defense to be:
1. Protection and continuation of the NLRB which means the
right to strike when necessary—picket and bargain collectively.
2. Strict enforcement of the Wages and Hours Act—and the
Walsh-Healey Bill.
3. Continuation and extension of the social and labor legislative gains of the past erght years—for maritime workers this
means the universal application of the unemployment insurance
plan.
4. Universal application of the 6-hour day as a *means of
solving our present intolerable unemployment and poverty so
prevalent in the United States.
5. That there be strict observance of the Bill of Rights contained in the Constitution of these United States—with tlie protections contained therein for all political, religious and racial
minorities.
Therefore, we demand that our Congressmen and Senators weigh
the value of any National Defense program in the light of these
standards.

Oppose
Witch
Hunts

Sponsor

WASHINGTON — Support
for the Seaman's Unemployment Insurance Bill and a,
criticism of anti-labor measures in the new defense program were voiced here this
week as the 43-man executive
board of the CIO met here.
The executive board supported:
The
e unemployment insurance bill for seamen, declaring that "the bill has the
united support of seamen notwithstanding the opposition
of officials of the AFL." (See
below for more details.)

.•••••

Delegates Back
Cooks,
Longshoremen
ASTORIA—The Maritime Federation of
the Pacific this week swung the power of 45,000
West Coast maritime workers against shipowners stalling of the longshoremen and cooks
and in rapid order hammered out a legislative,
political and organizational program.
Chief actions adopted by the more than 75
delegates who sped the convention work in the Labor

O,
sted in peace.
Such a national conference, the
onvention said, should "establish
a nation committee pledged to
carry out an effective peace proram, to work to guarantee the
Walter Stack, MFOW delerights of labor, and to safeguard
gate at the Federation conven:he civil rights of the American
tion, sponsored the resolution Temple were, as the -Voice- went to press:
people."
red-baiting at the
condemning
telea
in
made
was
The request
1. An unequivocal demand to Pacific Coast shipconvention.
WASHINGTON—War hysteria
Jam sent to the CIO execueive
owners to get down to brass tacks with the Marine
swept from Washington over the
board, meeting in Washington.
(2) Tile anti-lynching bill.
Cooks, who may have to strike at the end of
At the same time the conven- nation this week and President
(3) The bill to outlaw poll
tion adopted a resolution on Roosevelt extended the witch hunt
month if their demands are not granted.
taxes, which was submitted by
peace after declaring that the for "Fifth Columns" by moving to
2. A similar demand to the Waterfront Employers
CIO legislative program offers "investigate" the personnel of the
CongressThan Lee Geyer of San
Pedro.
"assurances against the involve- American Merchant Marine.
Association on behalf of longshoremen.
ment of America in another im(4) A $60 at 60 old age penHe asked a $236,000 fund for the
3. Adoption of a national defense program declarsion.
perialistic war."
anti-labor Bureau of Marine InThe peace resolution, submitted spection and Navigation to ferret
(5) A nationwide low - cost
ing that the first line of defense is protection of labor's
y the ILWU convention, resolved: out "subversive" crew members.
housing program..
the right to strike—along with conASTORIA — Declaring "it rights—including
The Executive board at"That labor wants no war or The plan calls for hiring of inspecand labor legislative gains and
any part of it and while coun- tors to compile what labor feared
tacked:
is becoming more and more tinuation of social
unanimous
in
ASTORIA—A two-hour debate climaxed
tries in Europe are engaged in would be a blaeklist. They are to
(1) The Reynolds amend- apparent that the present ad- strict observance of the Bill of Rights.
their barbaric orgies of conquest investigate "conspiracies inimical passage of a resolution condemning red-baiting and declaring ments to the LaFollette Op4. Adoption of a resolution to back only candidates who
and aggression as they have to the nation's welfare."
that any effort to deprive workers of their right to belong to pressive Labor Practices bill, ministration is forsaking the support labor's rights, oppose the M-Day plan and oppose
reto
continue
will
and
Deal
must
it
New
centuries,
been doing for
Almost at the same time that a union because of racial, religious, political or fraternal which woud bar Communists
"any and all" steps leading toward involvement of the United
ever be the purpose of the
Great Britain barred all strikes, affiliation "will do .harm to the°.
from employment in private in- treat before the attacks of monied
loans to belligerents and shipment of
United States to remain out of
Congressman Hoffman intro- interests of unity of the work- whole structure of the maritime dustry and make possible a interests unless the people show states in war, including
supplies.
war
these wars."
duced a bill to bar all strikes in ing class in its fight for peace, unions will be ruined. He said: witch-hunt
directed
against a sufficient determination to pro5. Support of the ILWU organizing drive in a resolution
The resolution demanded of Con- the United States.
jobs, and security, and helps the
"Our very rotation system of trade Ilffion militants.
their own interests," the declaring the intention of all affiliates to conduct parellel
States
gress that the United
Congressman Dies announced anti-labor employers to wreck hiring of longshoremen is labelled
(2) Any attempt to modify tect
"concern itself with providing jobs his plan to pass legislation outlaw- union conditions."
present labor legislation on the Maritime Federation convention organizing drives under their own jurisdiction.
communistic."
or the youth and able-bodied, pen- ing the Communist party as Mrs.
went on record to endorse the CIO
6. Condemnation of the anti-labor practices of the U. S.
The resolution was introduced
Brother Bodine, past'. president grounds of "national defense."
sions for the aged, medical care Roosevelt let go a trial ballon by
(3)
Commission and a demand for an immediate ConThe
tax
Maritime
administration
program.
Legislative
delegate,
MFOW
Stack,
of the Columbia River District
or the ill, instead of playing chess stating thot "it is another ques- by Walter
calling for a Council of the 21.11013 and a 'dele- program for paying for armathe gressional investigation.
resolution
by
submitted
a
resolution,
after
The
with the lives of Americans by'en- tion" whether Communists could
"Communists" was gate from Portland ILWU said he ments by taxing tile lower in- ILWU convention, put "special em7. Approval of the CIO stand on the presidential election—
ouraging loans to warring na- be allowed to speak on the radio purge of all
San Pedro Fire- was not so much alarmed about come brackets.
the
support from any candidate at present—and
in
withholding
introduced
ions and further involving the if they were outlawed.
(4) The numerous atiti- phasis" on the CIO policy regardmeeting by Business Agent talk of people attempting to overCIO legistative program as a method of solvthe
endorsing
United States in the barbarous
The move to transfer the immi- men's
alien bills now pending in Con- ing the 1940 presidential campaign
Quinn.
J.
throw
lie
the
was
J.
government..
and averting"involvement of America
problems
domestic
ing
the
European
of
nations."
onflicts
gration department to the Departone of which, specifically and other points. The CIO policy
committee, alarmed "beeause there are peo- gress,
resolutions
war."
The
The resolution bluntly charged ment of Justice gathered headway
the deportation of regarding, the presidential cam- in imperialistic
calls
for
member of each ple who are trying to smash the
9. Declaration that the present Adminstration is retreatat "on every side is heard and amid a wave of anti-alien legisla- composed of one
Harry Bridges.
unanimously labor unions."
organization,
MFP
paign is to withhold support from ing from the New Deal.
tion.
Swift
passage
of
the
bill
to
een war propaganda which could
is
the
The
way
administration
of the resBrother Rojo, a Filipino leader planning to raise the money for President Roosevelt or any other
ot be much greater if we were fingerprint 4,000,000 aliens was recommended adoption
10. Affirming the stand that labor wants no part of the
olution.
of the Columbia River district, arms was particularly criticized. candidate for the present.
deed engaged in war," and said expected by Congress.
war and opposing all efforts to involve the U. S. in the war.
Meanwhile, Administration
During the two hour debate said: "The issue is not for or
that "war profiteers who would
"The proposed tax program
11. Repudiating red-baiting as an anti-labor practice aidThe convention endorsed the CIO
numerous delegates rose to speak against communism. The adop- announced by the administra'ke to see the United States in- spokesmen openly advocated
for ing employers.
and
taxes
poll
against
stand
military
Mexico,
in
intervention
o/ved in the European conflict
in favor of the resolution, and tion of this resolution simply tion is in effect an attempt- to
The convention opened promptly at 10:15 a. m. Monday
legislation, supported
have attempted to create a war declaring the President could the sponsor, Walter stack, read means we are opposed te such dis- make consumers pay the cost anti-lynching
marifor
insurance
the Central Labor Temple, with Brother Lawrence Fertig
in
unemployment
the use National Guard, as he into the record a column on red- ruption as labeling people Comcare and hysteria."
of the defense program rather time, agricultural and domestic extending the greetings from Dishas requested.
------------baiting written by Vern Smith, munists. I am for the resolution
than holders of large incomes workers and county and city em- trict Council No. 3. After invoca- of Astori:., extended the city's
labor editor of the "People's because it calls for protecting time or corporations," the board deployes --backed the proposed CIO tion was offered by Rev. Roy greetings.
right of all workers to belong to clared. "The tax Increases as
World."
amendments to the National Labor Fedge, pastor of the First MethoPresident H. F. McGrath was in
racial,
reliunion
a
of
regardless
Reading from the column,
planned include a 10 per cent Relations Act and endorsed the dist Church, Mayor W. C. Logan
(Continued on Page 2)
affilStack said that the resolution in- gious, political or fraternal
raise in the income tax, a simi- CIO stand on anti-Japanese legisiations."
troduced at San Pedro:
and
taxes,
excise
lar boost in
lation against Hawaiian-born JapSAN FRANCISCO—ILWU ne"Encourages the war makJack O'Donnell, vice president increases in taxes on beer, anese, Federal Housing and slum
utiations were recessed until
ers.
of the mp-P and assistant secre- spirits, cigarettes and gasoline. clearvnce.
June 17th this week because of the
"Helps split the ranks of tary of the Marine Cooks ani In other words, the Jurden of
"This program in effect relness of Gregory Harrison, emSAN FRANCISCO—Effective
labor.
Stewards, said: "If such a reso- the new tax levies will be
affirms and carries forward the
ployers' spokesman, while the May 24, and running to June 1,
"Justifies wholesale arrests lution could be adopted, I would borne by consumers, in that 66
original principles on which the
ooks reported progress in negoti- 1941, is the new agreement beIn time of strike.
be among the first to be labeled per cent of the new revenue
New Deal was founded, offering
tween the Marine Cooks and Stewtions. (See page two).
ASTORIA.—Here's the labor unity resolution adopted unani"Incites vigilantism.
a Communist, because of my fight will come from indirect taxes."
the most practical solution for
Roscoe Craycraft of the ILWU ards Association and the Santa
mously by the Maritime Federation convention on June 5 after a
the
"Stiffens
necks of em- for conditrons of the marine cooks
"As against this program, the the economic and social probaid the union had made no head- Cruz Cement Company. This is an
two-hour debate: •
ployers who are seeking worse on the ships." Brother O'Donnell CIO tax program stands out as lems of the people as well as
ay but had accepted the employ- approved agreement all around
WHEREAS: A resolution was introduced in the San Pedro
conditions during bargaining.
referred to his background and one really protecting those who assurances against the involvei's' challenge that there was an and was negotiated with the delebranch of the Marine Firemen's Union by the business agent, J. J.
"Wrecks
union
improanother
record,
and
war
his
C10
The
conditions
in
condemned need protection.
ments of America
rganized slow-down on the front. gate of their ship present with the
Quinn, calling for a purge of all "communists:" and
such disruptive moves as label- gram calls for such taxes as an perialistic war," the resolution
The employers refused the union views of her present crew pre- and wages."
WHEREAS: This resolution states that if it was adopted by the
Speaking for the resolution, ing everyone progressive Com" excess profits tax, elimination of said.
ffer to arbitrate all except the sented. An increase of wages and
majority of the branches immediate action would be taken to re1-10 President Henry mamist. He strictly urged the tax exemption from government
The resolution was sent to Preseven fundamental issues, demand- an increase of the overtime rate ILWU
move all "communists" from ships and the union; and
WHEREAS: Those branches and headquarters that have acted
' g that the ILWU plead guilty along with clarifications of work- Schmidt said that unless such members to adopt the resolution. securities, increased inheritance ident Roosevelt and all Congressmen.
Brother Taggart, an old-time
rat to slow-down and contract ing rules are among the salient campaigns to label everything and
(Continued on page 2)
on the resolution thus far, that we have knowledge of, have det h e Seattle longshoreman, said: "I
"Communists,"
improvements for this agreement. everyone
violation.
clared the resolution unconstitutional and out of order; namely
Portland and San Francisco, nevertheless the issue is an important
am not a Communist, nor have I
one that affects labor in general; and therefore be it
ever .been characterized as one.
RESOLVED: That this sixth annual convention characterize all
Nevertheless, I am speaking for
such moves as disruptive and harmful to organized labor, because;
the adoption of the resolution beJack O'Donnell, assistant secre- tion not detailing labor's rights, cause if we don't' protect these
ASTORIA—The most important
it makes it possible for a: handful of union officials to determine
the Marine Cooks and merely referring to national dewho is and who isn't a "communist," and can kill any opposition to
frsolution before the MFP conven- tary of
men (Communists) then we will
Stewards and vice-president of the fense, be filed in favor of the
program of a particular group of incumbents who could comthe
Let
the
beaten.
Federal
ion—that on national defense— Maritime Federation, stated: "To above substitute. The final action all be
pletely nullify the rotary system of shipping or any other basic
handle any violations
jeopardize
ships
West
government
Coast
on
sailing
engineers,
Non-union
hurs1
unanimously
as adopted
build up a national defense, you that was taken after lengthy de- of laws, if there are any, and let
gain by merely shouting "communist" at any worker who opposed
the security and conditions of all union men. Here is a list of
must protect the peoples rights bate, in which a great many dele- us not turn the trade union moveay. (See top of page).
any pro-war or anti-union stand; and be it further
ships.
Matson
sailing
on
them
of
most
non-union engineers,
Their protec- gates participated, was that this
'RESOLVED: That Hearst, the National Manufacturers AssociaThe resolution declared the first within the country.
MEBA, Local 97, for the greater good
into a vigilante movement."
ment
the
should
join
men
These
listed
in
resolution
and main step
above, be adopted
first
the
is
tion
tion
and other anti-labor forces have initiated this program of
their
inc of national defense to be full
of all. Crew members working with these men should use
President Henry McGrath, beand the other resolution refering
national defense."
labeling everything "communist" that does not meet with their
up.
men
sign
these
to
and
influence
motion
to
civil
labor
the
rights.
of
adopt
otection
President H. F. McGrath stated: to 50,000 planes, etc., be referred fore putting
approval; and be it finally
L. H. Wallace
the resolution to a vote, urged
Ed Putnam, SS Georgian
Adopted and recommended to "I am interested in security of the back to committee.
RESOLVED: That this convention calls attention to the 45,000
W. N. Tulley
membership to cast a unani(American-Hawaiian)
of the Federation to the critical period that labor is in
members
e convention by MFP executive country, I don't want to see the ....The tenor of the discussion was the
A. L. Wosser, Diamond Head
vote for this resolution, beF. M. Cabral, SS Waipio
today, with all attacks against it from without and within and that
oard, the resolution was passed American working man's stand- that no one is opposed to national mous
B. C. Padgett
"I expect to resume my job
any such moves to deprive any section of the workers the right to
(Chief) Denny
by ulanimous vote after a two- ards so beaten down that they will defense and certainly the conven- cause
J. F. Anderson
after
machinist
this
working
a
as
in
favor
heartily
Europe,
of
in
is
tion
defendworkers
San
belong to a union because of their racial, religious, political or
Pedro be like the
our debate. Two
Carlson
A.
J.
Grounvald
G.
and I certainly expect
affiliation will do harm to the interests of unity of the
fraternal
longshore delegates wanted a Norway, Holland, etc., who really ing the country if it becomes nec- convention,
H. Herman
L. C. Richardson
labeled as a Communist,
in its fight for peace, jobs and security, and helps
class
working
trong statement regarding na- felt there wasn't much point in essary, but the convention insists to be
J. Van Dusen
M. Roseander
like to know that I
would
and
labor
of
rights
be
prothese
that
country."
the
to wreck union conditions.
employers
anti-labor
putting
their
defending
without
defense
ional
W. H. Thomas
N. H. Cassell
backing of organized
Submitted by: MFOW—WALTER J. STACK.
the main emphasis on labor's ....The resolutions committee rec- tected, and it so specifies in the had the
labor."
ommended that a similar resolu- resolution.
ights.

FDR Asks
Probe Of
U. S. Crews

Unity Resolution
Hits illed-Baitinai

LWU Negotiations
ecessed: Cooks
ake Progress

Santa Cruz Cement
Agreement
Signed

* Protect Labor's Rightsr—MFP
on

the

Here's MFP
Legislative
Program

Resolution
Hits Red-Baiting
Unity

These Engineers Are
Not Organized
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MFP Backs Firemen's Demand For Six-Hour Day
Endorses Lewis
Call For 'All
Labor Convention'

Economists Warn Astoria CIO Hits
Against Lowering Antics Witch
Labor Standards H
Hunts
By Federated Press

NEW YORK (FP).—In the .face of a powerful drive by
newspapers and employers to wipe out legislation in the
"war emergency," leading economists and industrial engi• neers coolly warn that such a step would endanger the defense program.
Federated Press telegraphed
this question to a score of recog- protective legislation be continnized experts: "In your opinion ued, unweakeneci."
would the production efficiency "American Standard of Life"
of American labor be increased or
Prof. Walton Hamilton of Yale
decleased by lowering standards
law school, co-author
University
now protected by wage-hour law
of "The Control of Wages" and
and national labor relations act?"
other authorative studies, pointed
That question has been dodged
"Labor protection, like civil
out:
by the daily press, which has seizis an essential aspect of
rights,
ed upon the defense program as
the American standard of life. A
an excuse for redoubling efforts
defense program which began by
to lengthen hours, slash wages and
up the very heritage it is
giving
experts
hogtie labor. But the
to preserve would be
Intended
heven't succumbed to the jitters.
sheer surrender."
Eleven to One
Even among the qualified anOut of 11 who replied, only
swers there was little to comfort
favored modification of the Wagthose who are utilizing the defense
ner act. Three saw a possible gain
program for a drive against lain extension of hours but not one
bor. Thus Harlow S. Person, New
advocated lower wages. Most gigYork consultant in business econifica.nt, six authorities declared
nomics and management, said
that weakening of labor laws
are "substantial ways of inthere
would be harmful to the nation.
creasing output without lowering
legislation
this
wipe
out
"To
standards through a high degree
or even to stop its effectiveness of cooperation between labor and
through amendment might prove management."
disastrous," said Morris LlewelBernard M. Baruch, who headed
lyn Cooke, consulting engineer,
War Industries Board in the
the
of Philadelphia. "A free people
last war, said: "I do not think the
can win, but not by dictators."
present program calls for any
"There is a close and positive change in existing laws. I am
connection between man-hour ef- averse to having fear of war or
ficiency and high wage and work war itself used as an excuse to
standards," said Dr. Robert A. violate labor's just deserts."
Brady, California economist. "The
H. A. Millis, former president of
existing minima are perilously
the American Economic Assn.,
low. Under no circumstances
foresaw a "short run" gain in proshould they be relaxed — rather,
duction with a longer work week
they should be expanded and
but reduced efficiency if hours
strengthened."
went beyond 48. The Wagner Act,
"The wage-hour law and na- he said, "should not be repealed
tional labor relations act have in- or relaxed." Prof. A. D. H. Kapcreased productive efficiency," de- lan of the University of Denver
clared Dr. Walter Rantenstrauch disagreed, arguing
that "denial of
of Columbia University. "Lower- managerial control under
the labor
ing standards would decrease ef- relations ast is a
deterrent to prificiency and undermine the pur- vate enterprise expansion."
The
chasing power needed to operate floor for hourly
wages should be
the national plant."
retained, said Kaplan, although
Dean Wayne L. Morse of the hours might well be lengthened.
University of Oregon law
Dean Calvin B. Hoover of the
school, Pacific Coast maritime graduate school of arts and sciarbitrator, said efficiency would ences, Duke University, said that
"not be increased" by lower "lowering standards . . • would
standards.
probably lower the per hour proProf. Colston E. Warne of Am- ductivity of labor" but "might inherst College commented: "Amer- crease total productivity." He emica should be on guard lest ex- phasized, however, that "so long
cuse of emergency be employed to as we have millions of unemploylower living and work standards. ed, only in the most compelling
For maintenance of productive ef- emergency cases should labor
ficiency it is essential that this standards be lowered.'

ERE'S a general idea of personalities, celebrities and
common every year delegates and
their activities in leisure moments
at and during the sixth annual
convention of the Maritime Federation being held in the metropolis of the Columbia River, the
fair city of Astoria.
We start with doffing the chapeaux to Louis McGhee of the Astoria ILWU, Lawrence Fertig of
ILWU 1-18, and others of the
committee on arrangements for
their splendid work and the results of their efforts. The town,
with its swell display of Federation bunting, welcome signs, hospitable treatment by the merchants
and the civic fathers, speaks well
for the efforts of the committee
responsible.
Hizzoner Mayor Logan gave the
welcome address and extended to
the attending delegates the keys
to the City, which by the way
were used; but not abused • .. The
first day started off with a bangup lot of greetings to the convention from all parts of the country.
The great amount of interest displayed in the activities of the Federation by the National Maritime
Union is noteworthy. We judge by
now, every branch, sub-branch and
district of the NMU has sent greetings . . . This column does not
wish to convey however that greetings were only confined to the
NMU. On the contrary, all the
greetings from all other organizations, and there were plenty, were
just as enthusiastically l'eceived.
Enough of that! This alleged column is supposed to give you personalities! Here goes.

(Continued from Page 1)
and gift taxes, etc."
Ills "Fifth Column"
The executive committee likewise spent a god dea of time anayzing the flood of repressive
anti-alien and "Fifth Column"
bills now deluging the Congress.
"Under the pretext of strengthening our national defense and
with the hue and cry of exterm,
Mating fifth columns and combatting Trojan horses, several
repressive bills, in addition to
those already analyzed, have been
in tron ucect in Congress.
Your
committee will watch these bills
most carefully to protect the interests of our unione"
The committee pointed out
that "under the guise of national defense preparations reactionaries have sought to
weaken and destroy existing
labor legislation."
Prominent in this respect are
the Wagner Act and the WalshHere's Charlotte Beeson of the MFP office with the first copy
Healy Act. The latter law, forbids
of the New Modern Age book on the Bridges' trial which went on
any government contracts being
sale yesterday.
let to firms who don't live up to
minimum labor standards. There
"Harry Bridges on Trial." That's its title, but it ought to
is now a loud howl in Congress
be
"The
Shipowners on Trial." For it tells the real story of
to have this bill junked in order
the attempt to get Bridges via the deportation route.
to speed up war orders.
Published by Modern Age Books, Inc., and sold for only
"No legitimate argument can
fifty cents (50c), this is one book that every maritime workbe made under the pretext of national defense for weakening the er up and down the Coast should get hold of and read.
It's wrttten by Estolv Ward,former head of the Alameda
Wagner Act," the CIO executive
board declared. "To the contrary, County Industrial Council and secretary of the Bridges Decontinued forceful administration fense committee, and it tells—from beginning to end—the
of the Act is the best assurance of dramatic story of the hearings on Angel Island and the
obtaining the maximum coopera- whole ship-owner stooge plot to pin the Red Flag on Harry.
tion of labor in the prosecution
The book is written in a dramatic, punchy style that
of
national
defense
require- makes it easy to read from beginning to end. It names and
ments."
tells the whole story in language that anybody can under-

ASTORIA.—The following resolutions were adopted by
the MFP Convention Thursday:
Resolution No. 1: Introduced .by Marine Firemen's Union, calls for Federation's support for its fight to establish
the 6-hour day on ships.
Resolution No. 4: Submitted by Jay Sauers, ILWU 1-10,
Calling for re-affirmation of July 5th as maritime labor's memorial
day. That in honor of the brothers killed in 1934, their memories be
held sacred by a work stoppage on the coast, that only mail and baggage be worked on that day.
Passed—Resolution No. 6: From Longshoremen's convention, condemning sale and transfer of ships by shipowners unless new ships
are immediately available. Carried unanimously.
RESOLUTION NO. 8: Proposed unity of AFL and CIO
amended to exclude the third from last resolve. In essence, John L.
Lewis' proposition presented to the National Youth Congress calling
for an "all labor convention." This resolution was carried unanimously.
Resolution No. 10: Carried unanimously. That Federal Bureau of
Investigation be confined to services which will benefit rather than
harm workers. Protesting Thurman Arnold's attacks on unionism.
Presented by Meehan from ILWU--District Convention.
Resolution No. 19: Against foreign importation of tuna fish by
International Fishermen and Allied Workers of America carried.
Resolution No. 33: Urging Governor Olson of California pardon or
commute sentence to time served of Jim McNamara, oldest labor
prisoner in America, who has been in prison over 30 years. Introduced
by Walter J. Stack, for Firemen's Union. Carried unanimously.
RESOLUTION NO. 41: Calling for pardon of MFOW Brothers
Pannelly, Brown, Woodworth, doing 14 years on framed robbery
charges, growing out of Hoboken picketing in 1936-37 strike. Now
In Trenton prison. Introduced by Stack. Carried.
Resolution No. 46: Urging Governor Olson to pardon King, Ramsay and Conner, victims of ship murder frame-up.

Guard Civil Rights!
Morse Tells MFP

ployment in interstate commerce
L.
passed the Senate. He answered
Wayne
ASTORIA—Dean
*
Morse of the University of Oregon that if he were in a position to do
Since at the outset the convenand Federal arbitrator of the Pa- so, he would vote against such a
tion had decided to become streamcific 'Coast, delivered before the bill and added that he considered
lined and arrangements were made
sixth annual convention of the such discrimination as detrimental
to expedite matters, all comL
Maritime Federation a powerful to labor.
mittees were filled out and the
plea for protection of civil liberThe delegates to the convendelegates rolled up their sleeves to
ties.
tion
were greatly interested in
stand.
Sees
War
Economy
go to town, The credentials comIt's a great thing for the West Coast labor movement The Dean spoke of civil liberties the Dean's opinion concerning
The Unemployment Division of
mittee was first to report and
them at labor's participation in political
things got under way. Johnny the CIO warned in its report that when a publisher brings out a book like this, and maritime and the need to protect
action. The Dean firmly extime
whencasa-aa'a
this
labor
should
show its appreciation by flooding the ships and
Brost, w.k. Portland longshore- "the present internal economy of
pressed the need for such action
are;
forces
"some
man, while not a duly elected dele- the nation is becoming increas- unions with copies of this swell book.
and
urged trade unionists to intake
adto
gate from his own local, but in ingly fundamentally dependent
It's one book you want to read right away—and you'll trying
terest themselves in legislative
convention as a Fraternal Dele- upon expenditures for armaments, find it easy, dramatic reading from beginning to end. Next vantage of labori
affairs.
during this emergate, carried the proxy for the both by the goverment of the U. S. week we'll publish information on how your
union can order gency." He spoke!
The Dean spoke over a radio
Portland Warehouse Local. The and by foreign governments."
special shipments of this book at a reduced price. Buy it of the need to
hook-up connected with the concommittee could not recognize this
While acknowledging that these and read it!
"safeguard t h e
vention assembly hall and received
procedure as it had a tendency to expenditures will act as a
"shot
.
inalienable
1
a
standing ovation and thunderous
set a had precedent. Johnny, big- in the arm" to
unemployment, the
iv101-(5h
applause.
rights guaranhearted and broadminded that be committee pointed out
that if and
teed to all individuals." The Dean
In concluding, the Dean stated:
is, said it didn't matter as any- when the war comes
to an end,
warned that "guarantees must not "I believe that it should be a
way, he wasn't going to run for "the country
will face one of the
be destroyed even though we are source of pride that we have a
any office, he had too many al- most
serious crises in its hisin a national emergency."
group of union men on the Pacific)
ready. ...
tory."
length Coast such as this Maritime Fedquoted
at
Morse
Dean
* * *
fishery, a shore station in New(See page 2 for later
The board likewise took a
and 742 of Justice eration working for the standards
Whilst the convention was not
foundland,is an industry in which from pages 741
developments.)
crack at the Yorty "little Dies"
Murphy's decision referring to civ- of American living which are due
too greatly graced with the presAmerican
workers,
be
emcannot
committee in California and
ASTORIA—Here are the main
il liberties, dealing with individual to every working man."
ence of the ladies, among those
called on Governor Olson to points of resolutions adopted by ployed.
rghts as interpreted by the United
espied and recognized were in30. Condemning the Allen States Supreme Court: "The indihalt the activities of the com- the Maritime Federation convenchided Miriam Dinkin, ICRC Demittee immediately.
It de- tion up to the time the "Voice" Bill to deport Bridges (H. R. vidual must be permitted to speak
fense Committee Secretary up
clared that "union members went to press. The numbers are 9766) as part of the reaction- as he thinks. This 'is essential to
from 'Frisco;. Mrs. Weijola, Ladies
(of the SCMWA) on SRA are the number given the resolutions. ary drive against labor, its free government ... In DemocratAuxiliary CRPFU, doing a lot of
being subjected to criminal
11. Condemning legislation bar- rights, and democratic pro- ic Government we have the right
dashing around arranging for the
(Continued from Page I)
prosecution
and
Ku
Klux
Klan
ring aliens from union offices as cesses.
to criticize . . . Regimentation of
pleasant stay of the ladies during
chair with Secretary Bruce
the
NEW YORK. — T h e National
terrorism
they
because
our
to
stood on abrogating civil liberties and en32. Condemning red-baiting opinion would be disastrous
"That the socalled 'defense the 'confab. Among things included
Hannon
acted as reading clerk.
Maritime Union, whose convention program' of the Roosevelt Adefforts to deprive Communists democracy."
in her itinerary was a trip through their rights as citizens and dangering labor's rights.
last summer supported the infant ministration Is not for the deUpon
ILWU 1-10 President
unionists
in
refusing
to
an
industry
as
give
the
of
work
in
one of the local fish packing
The Dean stated he was "op12. Declaring that labor wants
Henry
motion, the rules
Schmidt's
third term movement, this week fense of our nation as a whole,
union
membership
lists
for
anti-labor
move.
plants, and arrangements for a
posed to any change in the Wagno part of the present war consuspended to
were
immediately
attacked the Roosevelt Adminis- but is a war program aimed
ladies' stag (and this column con- blacklisting to the so-called demning wiir propaganda and dener act which would relax protectake prompt action on the Allen
tration for using a "hysterical primarily at the rights, Ilbertiee
entitled
to
workers
are
fesses it cannot tell you whatever Yorty 'Little Dies Committee.'" manding Congress concentrate on
that
tion
bill to deport Bridges. The convenwar scare . . to cover up the and social gains of the people
In discussing the Seamen's extending social security at home.
a ladies' stag is!) etc., and doing
under the law." Though he was in
tion
pent a sharp protest and petimost vicious attacks on the labor of this country;
a mighty good job too! Mrs. Unemployment Compensat 1 o n
favor of procedural changes, the
13. Endorsing the CIO legislationed
the government to grant
movement, on the wages and liv"That the hysteria accompany- Louise Bambrick, CRPFU, Ladies' Bill, the hoard pointed out that
Dean opposed any basic changes.
tive program, including the CIO
citizenship to Bridges "in view of
ing and working standards of the ing the appeals for the war budget Auxiliary,
were
forces
"some
all
stated
and
also espied quite busily
seamen, AFL, CIO
He
inde- stand upholding support from
the great work he has done in
American people.
is designed to scare the people engaged in like duties. . . . Seen pendent, on both coasts were
working to emasculate the act
present presidential candidates.
protecting one of the best tradiabout
a
mythical
The Union announced that
invasion and in the fraternal delegates' rows, for the bill with the exception.
guise of national emerunder
the
14. Urging abolition of Alaska
tions of America —mainly, the
some 5,000 members at a general hasten our involvement in the and apparently taking all in with of Harry Lundeberg and the
gency.",
fish traps over a five-year period.
NEW YORK —Joseph Curran,
American Standard of Living."
headquarters meeting in Manhat- war; and finally,
considerable interest we found, and SIU of NA. It specifically conWhen wired for his opinion by
1.5. Urging establishment of of- President of the NMU, this week
The rules were again suspended
"That our first line of defense can still remember Bros. Hedley demned Lundeberg for appeartan Center had approved, almost
Depor- the Federated Press on the ques- while H. G. Williams made a plea
unanimously, a new 500 word dec- is the unqualified defense of our Stone, NMU, Mickey Quinn, Seat- ing at the hearings side by side fice of inspector of sreights and characterized the Bridges'
"prothought
of
whether
he
tion
tation Bill, introduced in the
on behalf of the Grays Harbor
laration of policy for guidance of union, our wage o u r manning tle Blacksmiths; Ralph Peoples, with Frank Taylor of the IMM, measures In Alaska.
efficiency would be in21. Supporting the ILWU or- House of Representatives by Con- ductive
Committee, after
union officials in the present scale and of strict neutrality in Oregon State CIO secretary up shipowner's representative, to
wage and Civil Rights
declaring in- gressman A. Leonard Allen, of creased by lowering
and
ganizing
drive
took up a
which
convention
the
crisis. The final paragraphs read: the present war."
from Portland; Grays Harbor In- oppose the bill.
other standards", Dean Morse antention of all MFP affiliates to Louisiana, as "a flank attack on
"It is clear that recent acts of dustrial Union Council sent up H.
collection for the committee.
-We declare:
negative,
absolute
the
in
swered
In discussing the Reynolds 11111 conduct similar drives.
marine labor in preparation for
Roosevelt
"That we are emphatically op- t h e
Administration, G. Williams as fraternal delegate
The convention moved to have
adding that this could not be done
forbid employers from hiring
24. Condemning anti-labor a drive to Smash the unions when
posed to American participation hiking the war budget to $5,000,- and in a like capacity we found to
protected eht executive committee act as the
standards
lowering
by
Communists
under
penalty
of
acts and collusion with ship- war is declared."
In the present war, now or in the 000,000 under the false slogan of Chester Vining up from the Coos
by the Wagner Act and wage-hour credentials committee.
Curran said that the real target
future, and we demand an immedi- 'National Defense' and others, are Bay Industrial Council . . . The $10,000 fine, the board declared: owners of the Maritime ComAfter explaining r easons for
laws.
imdemanding
an
"Under
the
the
guise
of
discharging
and
Bridges,
but
mission
ate stop to all attacks on the aimed to create a war scare to afternoon session of the second ray
of this bill is "not
their unions delinquencies, deleThe Dean called on labor to try
rights, organizations and civil drag our country into the war," of the confab was called, by a wit alleged Communists, employers mediate congressional investi- longshoremen, seamen and other
gates form the IBU, ACWIT, No.
all methods before resorting to
him
look
to
would
be
evade
many
who
permitted
to
workers
marine
liberties of the American people; the NMU said.
gation.
7 and Cannery Workers No. 226,
of renown, as Stack day. This, bestated:
The
Dean
action.
25. Asking Congress. to provide and to other progressive trade strike
were seated.
cause of the stack of resolutions of the provisions of the National
"You must beware of people who
leadership.
As Tuesday's session opened, the
presented
by
Brother
Stack, Labor Relations Act in their at- funds to enable the Bureau of union officials for
advantage
of
natake
will
try
to
"It is not Bridges that this bill
convention heard Brother Judy exMFOWW. (Stacks of Stack, etc! tempt to destroy union organiza- Fisheries to patrol and scientif.
Advantage
situations
.
.
tional
ically study and restock Pacific is aimed at primarily. It is aimed
plain the Seattle Machinists strike.
for a gag, we don't think so much tion."
was taken of labor in 1917, strikes
at all marine labor.
(See
page 7). The convention then
of it, either!)
The report also assailed the -wagers.
the public
"Our industry is What the were necessary to make
* • •
passed
26. Protesting importation of
resolutions opposing antiReynolds amendment setting up
conscious of labor's difficulties."
a,1 i e n legislation, endorsing the
To add color to this we can- a 10 per cent quota for non-citi- fishery products from Japan be- war-makers call a strategic inIn the question period following CIO legislative program, and a
not help but remark about a cer- zens in industry because "seri- cause of its effect on American dustry. They feel that the seaDean was asked number of
tain MC&S Delegate whose face ous injury will be done to workers and demanding immedi- men and other marine workers' his speech, the
resolutions submitted
was regarding by the International Fishermen.
was awfully crimson as a result thousands of aliens who have ate government fiction to alle- progressive unions must be what his opinion
smashed if the campaign to the effect on labor if the bill callASTORIA.—The Allen bill to rect violation of the Constitu- of too premature expression of offered years of work in indus- viate the situation.
bring us into the present Euro- ing for barring Communists and
depart
of
Harry
Bridges
is
Treasury
deport
tion."
enthusiasm and zeal for Jack try and who would now be
27. Protesting the
foreign born workers from emthe drive of reactionary interests
"The only action of which Harry
cision declaring that an American pean war Is to be successful."
(Continued on Page 6)
denied employment."
to undermine the democratic In- Bridges ie guilty is the organizastitutions upon which this govern- tion and improving of wages and
ment is founded and to set 'up in working conditions of maritime
Its place a totalitarian govern- workers and others on the Pacfic
AFU—Andrew Vigen; MC&S— L. L. Lipke; MFOW—Walter
ment serving the Interests of big Coast, the resolution said.
nate).
ASTORIA—Here are the MFP E. Sullivan.
(Blood Alley)
Fougerouse; Chas Brown Stack; MC&S—Joe Harris; John
John
business a n d suppressing t h e
"Bill No. HR 9766 in truth and convention committees:,
Publicity
Ways and Means
ACA
—
(alternate);
Fougerouse
Lipke;
MEDA—L.
L.
(alternate);
workers."
fact is aimed and directed at all
MEBA—L, L. Uipke; MFOW—
AIM—Andrew Vigen; MEBA MFOW—Walter Stack; ACA—Z. R. M. Hansen, Z. R. Brown (alThat's the way the Maritime labor leaders sincerely and hon- Resolutions
L. Lipke; MFOW—Walter It. Brown; R. M. Hansen (alter- ternate); Boom men & Rafters-—L.
Walter
Stack;
MC&S
—John
Federation convention character- estla endeavoring to organize and
AFU—Geo, Johnson; MEBA—
Henry Hansen (alter- nate); Boommen & Rafters—H. Robert Blair; UCAPAWA—T. A.
Service as you like it!
ized the Allen bill, 'H.R. 9766, improve the conditions of work- la L. Lipke; MFOW—Walter O'Donnell; Ed Lane (alternate); Stack;
MC&S—Revels Cayton,
nate);
E. Boone; UCAPAWA — Wm. Rojo; IlltI—Paul Stumpf; IA of
resowhen it passed as the first
ers, and at all workers, organized
ACA—Z. R. Brown, H. LaCoste
Steamship Style!
Stack; Torn McNulty (alternate),
Joe Harris (alternate); ACA— Nolan; IBU—John E. Sullivan; M--Harry Hook; ILWU—A. Newlution to come before it a strong and unorganized."
(alternate); Boommen & Rafters— R. M. Hansen; A. E. Harding (alIA of M—R. J. Geist; ILWU— bold; James Clayton (alternate).
condemnation of the bill subThe convention sent resolution MC&S—Revels Cayton; ACA—A.
H. 114 Boone; UCAPAWA—T. A. ternate); Boommen & Rafters—
mitted by ILWU 1-10 and District to President Roosevelt and all E. Harding; Z. R. Brown (alterHenry Schmidt; Dave Ryan (alBlair; UCAPAWA — Z. ternate).
Council No. 2.
Congressmen, with a plea that nate); 13oommen & Rafters—H. Rojo; IBU—Paul Stumpf; IA of Robert
Stumpf; IA
Pointing out that the Con- Bridges be granted citizenship
M — Harry Hook; ILWU —J. Paragas; IBU—Paul
Organization
E. Boone; UCAPAWA—Ernesto
of id—Harry Hook; 1LWU—R.
stitution of the United States "in view of the great work that
AIM—Win. Hecker; MEDA—
Sauers; K. Wilson (alternate).
(alternate).
Conley, L. Fertig
requires laws to be general in he has done in protecting one of Mangaoang; IA of M — R. .1,
L. 14, Lipke; MFOW — Walter
Grievance
Audit
Reports
and
Officers'
their
nature and
applicable the best traditions of America, Geist; ILWU—Charles Fantz I.
AIM—Geo, Johnson; MEBA—
alike to all persons, the conven- namely, the American Standard of Stevens (alternate); IBU —John
AFIJ—Geo. Lane; MEBA—L. Stack; MC&S—Chas. Brown, John
tion declared the bill is "a di- Living."
L. L. Lipke; MFOW—Walter L. Lipke; MFOW—Walter Stack; O'Donnell (alternate); ACA—H.
Stack; MC&S—Joe Harris, Ed MC&S—le. Lane; Chas. Brown LaCoste; R. M. Hansen (alterRaggio Brothers
Lane (alternate); ACA—H. La- (alternate); ACA—R. M. Han- nate); Boommen & Rafters—
Robert Blair; UCAPAWA—Con(alternate);
Harding
Brown
E.
Coste;
Z.
R.
A.
sen;
(alternate);
WHAT YOU LIKE
M. S. ROSE'S
Boilermakers— Guy J o o ii e y ; Boommen & Rafters — H. E. rad Espe; IBU—John E. SulliEAT AND DRINK
TO
Warehousemen's Union, ILWU
Warehousemen's Union, ILWU
Boornmen & Rafters — Robert Boone; UCAPAWA No. 5—Geo. van; IA of M—R. J. Geist; ILWU
Beer—Mixed DrIrks—Wines
Carroll
Crockett
—Howard
Geo.
Bodine;
Oakland
Blair; UCAPAWA—Conrad Espe; Woolf; IBU—Jolin E. Sullivan;
Buffet and Restaurant
113U—Paul Stumpf; IA of M— IA of M--Harry Hook; ILWU— (alternate).
Meeting—lst and 3rd Tuesday
Meeting—lst and 3rd Thursday
33 S. San Joaquin St.
1539 LINCOLN
R. J. Geist; ILWU—Ernest L. F. Fetzer; Win. Clark (alternate). Legislative
of every moeth
Phone 20308
Stockton, Calif.
of each month
Alameda, Calif.
733-735 Loring Ave. Crockett
Bowen; Mike Johnson (alter- Constitution ,and Law
AFU—George Lane; MEBA—
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Marine Cooks and Stewards

:SUPPORT FOR 8-HOUR DAY
FLOODS MCS OFFICE!
MC&S Honor Roll
SAN FRANCISCO-The following brothers have subscribed to the voluntary $5.00
Strike Fund:

Pledges
By Wire,
Mail

MCS Nedotiators
ileport Progress

Page Three

Attempt to Get MCS Leader Fails
Seamen on the
Political Front
By HAL KRAMER
Secretary Seamen's Division LNPL
320 Market St., S. F.

4

Coastwise Line
Agreement

Seamen!
Here's Dope
On Voting

MCS Hits Housing
Body Members

River Lines

In Marine
Hospital

itifore Work, _Fewer Workers
•-

•••

.

73 Groups In S. F.
Peace Drive

San Francisco
Shipping, Week
Ending June 1

Labor Editor
At Forum

&

Schmidt Thanks MCS
For Painting,
Pledges Support

RITZ CLUB BAR

In Memory

U.S. Nabs Pinkerton

A. & M.
CAVERN & ROOMS

In Seattle
Hospital

PORTLAND-Johnny Fougerouse has defeated the attempt made to deport him bk
West Coast anti-labor forces
and the "third degree" system of local immigration officiale.

Flash No. 1.-Just received letter from Honolulu from
SS President Garfield announcing twenty-three new members. Swell work delegate Manor Walker and Secretary of
Garfield LNPL, D. L. Little, and the others whose names
I don't know. I'll get your charter and all the latest dope

to you by return mail. Incidently0
that makes the sixth ship to re- going to determine who is a Comceive its charter in the Seamen's munist, Dies? According to him,
$5.00
11. Goldstein, 1132
Division.
it's Harry Bridges and the whole
5.00
IL Perry, 1195
Flash No, 2. The first issue of CIO and anyone who is inter5.00
S. B. Colt, 1750
5.0(1
J. Pfahnl, 1166
our regular monthly bulletin is ested in better working condi5.011
L. W. Kremer, 2125
now on its way to the ships along tions and wages.
5.00
11. K. Whitehead, 1335
SAN FRANCISCO - By
*
*
*
5.011
with copies of John L. Lewis'
D. Ferguson, 612
5.110
Zitian, 90
wires, letters, telephone calls,
speech before the National Negro
of a ship'words
last
Patriotic
1291
5.09
Gunn,
W.
R.
every means of communicaCongress. If you don't receive owner: In this war emergency I
5.00
Milanesi, 3057
Hleisner,
9170
5.00
J.
tion, information is forthcomyours soon notify me.
promise not to take more than
.......... 5.00
C. 11, Long, 1259......
Flash No. 3. The Mariposa 1000 per cent profit. You must
$5.00 ing to the publicity committee
J. Pastore, 1060
5.1)(1
L. Lopez, 892
LNPL, over 150 strong, has just be patriotic, too, and give your
5.00 of the Marine Cooks' and
J. Morris, 2387
elected a new secretary, John R. all, including your lives, so start
5.00 Stewards' expressing 100
L. Pope, 928
5.00
J. Canfield, 1709
Agnew. Brother Brown was re- in now and take a two cents an
5.00 support to any action that the
E. Harlan, 1776
elected as assistant secretary and hour raise instead of the ten cent
5.09
Bishop, 2322
Negotiating
Committee
may
5.00
G. L. Chung, 1986
Brothers Kulper and McCartney raise you boys are asking to meet
5.00 see fit to take in order to get
N. G. Wong, 1998
They the raise in the cost of living.
were elected organizers.
5.09
N. ,Jacobson, 671
5.00 a decent, workable agreement
J. Silling, 2436
sent copies of four resolutions to
5.01)
J. B. Henley, 1812
with the Shipowners, before
1
all Senators and Congressmen
5.011
C. G. Pollard, 687
July 1, 1940. These come from
5.00
A. Hespel, 1920
California: (1) Condemnfrom
5.00
11. C. Helm, 1696
every quarter, representing
ing the bill to deport Harry
5.00
W. J. Davis, 2306
5.110 scores of organizations.
1'. F. Wall, 909
Bridges, H. R. 8310. (2) Request5.00
111, Norden, 2651
From ships' crews, both
ing passage of the National Youth
$5.111)
Harry Walton, 99
NMU and West Coast, cables and
5.110
W. Stevenson, 1506
Act S. 3170. (3) Opposing amend5.011
H. J. Smith, 1222
wires as well as letters hourly
5.09
ments in the National Labor Re0. Ellis, 411
pour into the Hall. This week the
5.09
R. Ferguson, 924
lations Act. (4) Condemning the
5.011
1. Dvorin, 796
crew of the SS. Antigua wired
5.00
President and his Maritime Comft. Head, 1358
5.00 from Havana the following mesj. J. MeiKnnon, 2799
mission's anti-labor pro-war steps. DATA ON VOTER'S REGISTRA5.00
R. Ramos, 931
5.111) sage: "Brothers, we of the SS AnTION AND ABSENTEE
F. J. Endert, 487
Also the good news that they had
5.00
tigua are behind you 100 percent.
D. Johnson, 772
BALLOTS. (California Only.)
signed up 22 new members. Boy,
5.00
R. Valle',., 308
Wish you full success in your
5.110
By Labor's ,Non -Partisan League
S. Engstrand, 130
what a record!
5.00 fight for better conditions."
3. Gracie, 1032
*
*
*
1. The Primary Election will be
5.011
A. Gilmetti, 1170
5.011 (Signed) Ships Crew.
held
August 27th and the General
T. Murray, 2581
LNPL,
Division,
Seamen's
5.1)11
C. Kidd, 669
Brother Charlie Rubin, NMU
Election November 5th.
320 Market St., S. F., Calif.
5.00
H. Eastman, 511
organizer on the West Coast,
5.011
2. The last day to register is 40
L. Van Pelt, 404
Dear Hal:
$ 5.00
Fred Gervin, 931
wired the following message from
days
before an election which will
SS
B.,
J.
with
don't
agree
5.00
I
W. V. Purviance, 1194
As previously reported, one of
San Pedro; "Membership meeting
5.00
SAN FRANCISCO-MCS head- President Garfield, who wrote you be ally 18th for the Primary and
P. N. Camponesehi, 1938
5.00
A. J. Hayes, 1570
San Pedro Branch of NMU 100 the best agreements ever nego- quarters this week rallied to the
the General.
5.00
the letter last week stating the September 26th for
P. Villabol, 415
percent behind your negotiation tiated with the Marine Cooks and support of Chairman Marshall Dill
5.00
3. The residence requirements
E. A. :Hoist, 1912
war.
the
stake
in
no
had
seamen
5.410
H. Moller, 1921
committee and any action they Stewards is now in force on the of the San Francisco Housing Aumade for citizens to vote are, 1 year
5.09
C. M. Barbour, 2305
Coastwise Line. This agreement thority but demanded the resigna- But I don't think that you
recommend."
5.00
J. Almeida, 908
within the state, 90 days within
5.01) From Entire
has effected a uniformity among tions of Comissioners E. N. Ayer it emphatic enough In your
R. J. Mills, 2568
Coast
IP., the county and 40 days within the
5.00
S.
Beach,
SS
F. Hiett, 1365
S.,
R.
answer.
On file are numerous telegrams these ships that was lacking under and Carleton Wall.
5.041
D. Robinson, 1361
precinct.
California.
5,00
T. Olsen, 431
and letters representing practical- the old agreement. Definite im4. If you voted in the 1938 GenDill saved the city $10,000,000
5.00
of
part
But
11. Brenner, 2128
R.
S.
right,
You're
ly every CIO union in California, provement in wages and overtime in housing funds by voting for the
5.00
B. H. Antrotter, 976
eral
Election and have not changed
because
the answer was cut out
5.00
W. O. Lewis, 1281
as well as many of them through- was achieved. All ships' crews Valencia and Cogswell housing
your residence since, you are eligi$5.011
A. Brevvorel 1644
lack of space in the last issue.
of
reported
100
have
per
cent
ap5.11(1
out Oregon and Washington.
ble to vote in the coming Election
A. Buoy, 28
project, the resolution pointed out,
The effect of the letter by J. B.
5.00
proval.
C. Seherddakopt, 2010
without re-registering.
whereas Ayer and Wall gave com5.04)
Brother Eddie Lane reports
E. C. Flanagan, 565
still
be
would
seamen
was that
5.11(1
M. J. Garcia, 1273
5. If you have changed your
fort to the apartment house group
from Portland: "Busy On pubable to go ashore and have their
5.00
J. S. Allen, 809
projects.
by
opposing
the
residence you are required to re5.01)
licity
work With circular letter
S. J. Ryan, 1131
get drunk and
and
times
short
5.09
R. Carril, 1933
register. If you should move from
Negotiation of a new agreement
and S-hour day resolution. Cov5.00
come back and still get their three
'711) H. Lawrence, 962
one county to another 90 or less
5,1111
ered all Industrial Councils, with the River Lines is pending
D. Hunt, 1487
squares.
5.041
P. J. Skill, 2732
days prior to an election or from
(CI()) in tile state, all Central the return to San Francisco of
According to 11like Quin in
5.00
A. P. Callahan], 1533
precinct to another 40 or less
IBU.
one
the
Brother
Brother
Deal
of
$5.110
Labor Councils (AFL) in the
C. G, Jones, 441
"Ash Can the M-Pian", the in- days prior to an election you
5.00
C. S.' Wood, 870
state, all AFL and CIO liTIiOflS Deal has been out of the city on
Mr.
war
5.00
declared
S.
W. A. Beaudin, 2078
U.
stant the
should apply to the Registrar of
5.011
E. Marshall, 3595
in the Portland area. The radio business 'East for some time. The
Stettinius, IL S. Steel Corpora- Voters of the county and precinct
5.01)
H. L. Furman, 18
that
they
indicated
want
1BU
has
G.
Schoenainsgruber,
2651;
H.
Moller,
review
of
Assistant Secretary
5.00
second only to
J. Kline, 362
1921; F. J. Goodrich, 972; W. Bennett, tion, would be
where you formerly resided for an
5,011
Mossman, 2630
Jack O'Donnell is all set for jurisdiction over these boats. As 703; 0.
Mobley, 2631; Morris Hall, the President himself and in
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SAN FRANCISCO-"We are making some progress In our
negotiations," reports Gene Burke, secretary of the Miarine Cooks
and Stewards. Burke and other MCS representatives met with an
employers' committee Wednesday morning, and here, item by item,
is what the employers had to say about the various issues still
not settled:
1. The 8-hour day. The employers offered the 8-hour day for
messmen, janitors and porters, but refused to concede it for waiters,
cooks and other classifications.
2. Time off on Saturday afternoon and Sundays in port. They
were willing to bargain as far as the passenger ships are concerned
but refused to talk turkey on the freighters. They offered to give
time off on days of arrival after passengers have disembarked and
on days of departures up to time the passengers are embarking.
3. Retroactive wage increases. They refused to concede all
pay raises as retroactive from May 1, but offered to make them
retroactive to June 1, if a contract is agreed on by the fifteenth of
this month.
4. Increased pay for underpaid brackets, such as laundrymen,
ironers and washers. They refused to make any adjustments on
laundrymen, but did offer to give second bakers a $10 raise and
third bakers a $5 raise over and above the general $10 raise for
all classifications.
5. Increase of manning scale on freighters. The employers
flatly refused to put an additional man on freighters.
"Although we are still a long way from a contract," Burke
reported, "these negotiations represent some progress over the
employers' former position.
• The cooks have served notice of termination of their working
agreement and, unless a contract is reached by June 30, they will
hit the bricks.

Fougerouse
Gets His
Citizenship

FOUGEROUSE

Coffee Time
By

JOHNSON

NEW YORK-It looks
like Bro. Malone is slipping
a bit in good judgment
these days. He has usually
been a pretty level-headed
fellow, and it is regrettable
if events far away knock
him off balance.
It sounded pretty bad before the meeting here in New

The former Portland cooks and
stewards agent last month wait
specified as "admissible" by the
U. S. Department of Labor, left for
Canada, and legally reentered the
United States under the first
preference quota.
The efforts to get rid of Fougerouse officially got under way
early in 1939, when Roy J. Norene
of Bridges case fame, acting as

prosecutor, judge and jury, held
"hearings" to determine the union
official's status as a non-citizen.
Norene's efforts fell through,
however, when tile U. S. Department of Labor found Fougerouse
"admissible." About the middle of
April, 1940, the labor department
ordered Norene to give FouYork when the agent read a gerouse a "pre-examination" heartelegram from V. J. stating ing.
The climax came when Fougerthat the firemen involved in
ouse, accompanied only by his
charge
on
the
Ewa
the mutiny
wife, attended the hearing in
would have to pay the prem- Norene's office.
ium on bail. I don't think it's
There three of Norene's associvery heartening to men fight- ates subjected Fougerouse to a
ing for better conditions to be third degree. Fougerouse was not
allowed counsel, the "hearing"
convicted by the secretary of
consisting of reading several aftheir own union before the fidavits purporting to place him
courts say they are guilty. The at ",communist" meetings.
Actually these affidavits,
courts say it fast enough.
signed by one Jack Leppold,
After reneging on loyalty to
expelled Marine Cooks and
members in a crisis and failing
Stewards member, who testified.
constitutional
to give them their
against Bridges at the Angel
presumption of innocence, Bro.
island hearing, merely referred
to strike meetings that Fouger.
Malone telepraphs President
()use had attended in 1938 and
Roosevelt a fight-to-the-death
telegram, with the firemen
1937.
Leppold had previously prompledged to do the dying.
ised to get citizenship papers
The New York membership
tittered when the telegram was
for a certain Marine Cooks and
read. Some few remarked that
Stewards member if he would
Bro. Malone probably had a
testify against Fougerouse.
weather eye cast to the comOn the basis of this "hearing,"
missar-ship of marine when Norene again recommended FouUncle Franklin D. gets the war gerouse as an "undesirable alien"
machine in high gear.
who'should be deported.
It was doubly ironic when it
But the U. S. Department of
developed that Mr. Malone's Labor again thought otherwise
telegram was unauthorized. He and in the first week of May dewho puts himself forward as clared that Fougerouse was "adthe champion of democratic missable," instructing Norene to
principles-willing to give his give the labor leader
letter to
all-not only violated the first the Canadian immigration offices
principle of democracy, but did providing for reentrance under
it in an arrogant and high- the quota order.
handed way.
Carol Ring, labor attorney in
Malone is the head of the
the Bridges case and Fouger.
Union.
TheoreticFiremen's
°use's attorney in Washington,
ally, an official communicacommented that "the officials
tion by him is supposed to
on the West Coast involved in
represent the wishes and dewere
the Fougerouse case
sires and the will of the memprejudiced against him and
bership. Roosevelt will probhandled that case with a deably think that we're all up
gree .of unfairness that could
and rooting to take soldiers
have only resulted from this
over to London and Paris. It
prejudice.
is doubtful if the President .
"But fortunately the labor
will have time to investigate.
department in Washington recand find that a joke has been
ognized this injustice and corplayed on him by a union
rected it."
official anxious to get his
Irvin Goodman, local labor atname in at the top of the list
torney, represented Fou gerouse
of candidates for labor coin the 1939 hearings.
ordinators, or whatever the
administrator will call them.
England has acquired more
Understanding Bro. Malone's
territory by the use of arms
background, I can understand
why he would be highly symthan any other country in the
pathetic with England. I might
world-or at least it was that
also say that I feel as I've althe last time. I checked.
ways felt towards Hitler-that
I'd at least like to be conhe is an unmitigated bastard
and that the extension of his
sulted before Malone notifies
power further in Europe would
Roosevelt that I'm ready to
be a catastrophe. And I'm not
the King.
save
childish enough to have faith in
the delightful theory with which
some of the left-wing are playing-that the workers of both
sides are just going to get tired
and quit the foolishness. Hitler
will be bigger and better and
a thousand times more arroBEER-WINE
gant. if he gets away with tile
1183 West Broadway
game.
Long Reach, Calif.
But John Bull IS no virgin.
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maritime

Convention Shows
Major Fight Is On
Peace,Political Front
HE MARITIME FEDERATION convention in Astoria, it's generally
agreed, is the most important in the six-year history of the MFP.
For like all labor, maritime workers today are facing their greatest
battle.
The convention is also the most political of all Federation conventions. Political resolutions took the spotlight. And the most important
Issue was that of keeping America out of war by defense of labor's
rights.
That the Federation's most important convention should be the
most concerned with political action is by no means a coincidence. It
should prove to those who still think in terms of picket lines, job action
and union beefs that our main fight today is on the legislative and peace
front.
Not that the maritime unions and the Federation are not working,
above all, for better wages, hours and working conditions. That's still
the main battle. It always will be.
But today the shipowners are not fighting us primarily with lockouts and refusals to meet our demands. They are advancing with the
wave of war hysteria on a vastly broader front—the legislative drive of
the reactionaries to crush our liberties, outlaw us as "fifth columnists,"
strip from beneath us the floor of labor legislation—then drive America
into war and wipe us out.
Why should the shipowners meet us in a frontal attack on the
waterfront, where we can meet them squarely with all our skilled knowledge of combating waterfront attacks, when they can instead blitzkrieg
us by flank attacks and send columns of disruptive red-baiting through
and behind our lines? Why should they refuse our immediate demands
when they see the chance to crush us in a few months of war hysteria?
The flank attack, the "fifth column" of disruptive red-baiting, are
the present methods of attack. And for us, as the Federation convention
clearly shows, it boils down to this: our fight is on the political front
and the peace front.
Note how their political attack works. When they want to refuse
us adequate war bonuses, do they refuse us directly? No, they have a
government agency, the Maritime Commission, step in to set the inadequate bonus they want. When they want an entering wedge for fink
halls, who takes the lead? The Maritime Commission. We could continue for pages; for every different attack the shipowners today have
a dozen laws before Congress.
When they want to send in a swift "fifth column" behind our lines
to disrupt us with cries of "He's a Communist," do they limit their
action to the waterfront? No, they blast a way for their stooges with a
nation-wide war hysteria against "Trojan horses," "subversive elements," "dangerous aliens." Congressional air is blue with this kind of
talk, and congrevional desks are piled high with anti-civil liberties bills.
Many of them are passing.
Many of us may not like the way times have changed. We may
long for the old days when a maritime worker fought the shipowner
right on the docks. But when we look at the cold facts, we've got to
admit that Mr. Shipowner has gotten the men who sit under the Capitol dome and the White House to do his fighting for him.
And the big enemy is the war hysteria, the drive toward war. For
that's the reason behind the attack on labor and civil liberties. The war
forces are trying to wipe out our opposition to war. That's the reason
for the wave of anti-alien bills, the Department of Justice drive
against "Fifth Columns," the energetic onslaught on American unions.
The situation calls for a double-barreled fight. A fight against this
type of legislation and a fight to keep America at peace. We can't merely
fight the attacks on labor's rights, because that attack is being largely
waged in order to get us into war. And we can't just fight for peace and
Ignore the drive against labor, because the war forces must crush us
before they can take us to war.
That's why, in the last analysis, the fight for better wages, hours
and working conditions today depends on our success in carrying out,
with all our power, the slogans of "protect labor's rights" and 'The
Yanks Are NOT Coming."

T

lited-Baiting--Labor's
Enemy
HE QUICK AND strong action taken by the Maritime Federation
convention in answer to the move to expel "communists" from the
T
MFOW—initiated by MFOW Agent J. J. Quinn in Pedro—shows how
more vicious than ever before is the practice of red-baiting.
Such maneuvers have been exposed over and over again in the maritime industry and the average worker is well aware of what results.
Today, however, the growing wave of war hysteria is bringing out
the argument that "Communists" must be exterminated. The argument
is that such a move is needed now, if it wasn't before.
But on the contrary, as the convention resolution shows, such redbaiting threatens the labor movement more than ever.
Above all, it helps lead to war. That, indeed, is precisely the reason
for the nation-wide wave of red-baiting. For those encouraging such
action know full well that once they can make Communists legitimate
prey, they can then turn up "Communists" in the labor movement as fast
as needed to wreck it. The target of red-baiters today is not just Communists, nor militant unionists, but all those opposed to war. In other
words, you might not have been labeled a Communist a year ago; you
will be this time.
And the other results of red-baiting, of course, remain. It incites
vigilantism—that's one of its chief purposes—and vigilantes recognize
only unionists, not Communists. It starts splitting unions. It gives the
employers an argument to present to the public and it makes them
tougher. It helps start the waves of arrests needed to smash the trade
union movement and get us into war. It, in short, helps wreck union
conditions, wages and hours.

The Blitzkrieg On Labor
New War Hysteria Speeds Attack on Unions and Civil Liberties
AR IS almost at the gates of America. To every maritime
workers, as to every union member in the United States,
that is the most important fact of the day.
President Roosevelt's proposal of this week to allot $236,000
to the notoriously anti-labor Bureau of Marine Inspection and
Navigation to ferret out "subversive" personnel in the American Merchant Marine is the latest manifestation of how the
Roosevelt Administration's war hysteria is conducting a

W

blitzkrieg on labor's rights as part of the war drive.
Every true union man knows that the attack on "subversive elements" is for one sole purpose—to wipe out union
and progressive opposition to war.
Note how this blitzkrieg toward war works. In Washington
the War Party—the Roosevelt Administration—speeds through
bills to investigate "subversive" elements in the Merchant
Marine, to outlaw Communists in interstate industry, simultaneously with the huge Roosevelt arms budget.
In California a leading political candidate abandons his
anti-war position and the shipowners fondly watch marine
leaders who, representative of but a tiny minority of the
maritime workers, set machinery moving to expel Communists from the industry.
We know from the history of the last war and from the
history of France in past weeks what it means when Communists are being outlawed. A nation is moving to war. All
those against war are outlawed as "Communists," "subversive elements" and "fifth columnists." We know from the history of Great Britain in the past month what follows—that
war abruptly strengthens the employers' hands; that it hamstrings unions and can in a single legislative meeting take
away labor's economio rights and civil liberties won through
decades of struggle.
It is no accident that the drive against civil liberties coincides with the new natonal defense program. But recent developments indicate that• quotation marks should be placed
around "national defense."
If the arms program is really for defense, why is it necessary to eliminate those opposed to war? If it is for defense
at home, why talk of 50,000 war planes but no mention of
anti-aircraft? If it is for defense, who is coming, when, in
what?
The maritime unions are supporting the defense program,
If it is for defense. But All America knows that those who are
hollering to Heaven about our lack of strength are those who
are friendly to the idea of using that strength in Europe and
not America. The Roosevelt Administration is on record to
help the Allies with all means "short of war."
But do they, then, really mean "defense?" If so, why dace
the arms budget call, according to the United Press, for "millions of army uniforms?" Why does Mrs. Roosevelt hint that
the Communist party might be outlawed? Why is the arms
budget, as the CIO points out, to fall on the backs of the
consumers, giving no discouragement to industrialists who
would like to go to war?
Jlist a month ago President Roosevelt declared that it was
a matter of speculation how long this country can stay out of
war." That provides the spark for furiously renewed attacks
on all the gains which labor has made in the last seven years.
This attack is taking many paths, direct and indirect. Here
are its main outlines:

I. Attacks on Labor
On May 21 President Roosevelt made the statement that
"the people would not want to see labor take advantage of the
present situation to strike for higher wages." Although he
modified this later other members of his Administration went
even further in the same vein. The President also made a
declaration that he wanted to see no millionaires made by the
arms program. Yet Senator Gerald P. Nye who conducted the
famous munitions investigation, said that there is nothing in
the arms program to prevent the same abuses, graft and profiteering characteristic of arms building in the last war.
Roosevelt suggested that working hours might have to be
lengthened, but later he changed his position. The War and
Navy Departments, cheered on by practically all the reactionary press which has heretofore opposed the New Deal,
led the attempt to scuttle or weaken the Walsh-Healey Act,
which requires government contractors to observe certain wage
and hour standards. Labor was immediately aroused to this
danger by statements of John L. Lewis, Sidney Hillman and
even the executive council a the AFL. Protests poured into
Washington, and the House Naval Affairs Committee, which
was prepared to propose amendment of the act, voted not to
do so, but pointed out that the President could suspend it in a
"war emergency." The act is still not safe, although the Frost-

dent has also yielded to labor pressure and said he wants
wage-hour protections kept intact.
With Secretary of the Navy Charles Edison, Secretary of
War Woodring and Maritime Commission Chairman Emory
S. Land leading the way, an attempt was made to prevent
passage of the LaFollette Civil Liberties bill, which would
outlaw industrial espionage and forbid factories from posesang arms. Later amendments were tacked on the bill that
would pervert it purposes and even make it an anti-civil
liberties instrument.
In Congress, among Democratic and Republican Congressmen alike, the demand for scuttling of the Wagner Aot and
the Wage-Hour law has been greatly Intensified.

II. Attacks on Civil Liberties
Here the war hysteria has become most Menacing, creating
a terrific pressure against anyone who wishes to keep his
head and discuss facts openly and calmly. In the midst of it
the President announced his plan to transfer the Bureau of
Immigration from the Department of Labor to the Department
of Justice. There its activities will he carried on in collaboration with J. Edgar Hoover's G-men, who have already been
condemned as anti-labor by John L. Lewis, Senator Norris and
other liberals and labor leaders.
That dangerous phrase, "fifth column," was taken up by
Attorney General Robert H. Jackson, who said that Hoover's
men had been engaged in hunting down "fifth columns."
When President Roosevelt was asked in a press conference
what "fifth column" activities were, he pointed to material

gathered by the Dies committee, which in the past he and
others of his Administration have denounced.
So the flames spread, and immediately brought a resurgence in Congress of anti-alien bills, devices which are fundaa
mentally anti-labor. Dies has asked Congress for another $100,000 so he may plant undercover agents in 10 major industrial
cities. The Smith Sedition Bill, a new bill ostensibly aimed at
preventing the spread of disaffection in the armed forces —
already sufficiently circumscribed by existing legislation—and
which would strike heavily at peace groups and assist vigilantes, is now regarded as assured of passage.
One of the worst bins which probably never would have been
introduced except in the midst of war hysteria was a five-line
act ordering the deportation of Harry Bridges, Pacific Coast
CIO director. When asked if the bill was not unconstitutional,
Congressman Allen of Louisiana, its author, said it probably was but that was Bridges' worry. If passed, the bill would
set a precedent for arbitrary action against any labor leader
born in another country, whether he was a citizen or not.

III. Neglect of Social Legislation
On the day after he asked Congress for another $1,182,000,000 for the armaments program, the President vetoed the
appropriations of $110,000,000 for flood control which would
save many lives and millions in property damage every
spring. His reason for the veto was that he could not spare
Army engineers at a time like this to direct such work.
Despite the urgent need or adequate WPA appropriations
and the strong union demand for them, neither the President
nor Congress appeared to be interested in the subject. When
the $975,000,000 WPA bill was being debated, there were only
50 representatives on the floor of the House.
This bill was passed, although its provisions, as the CIO
has repeatedly ponited out, are grossly inadequate and will
undermine the morale and health of America's 11,000,000 unemployed.
All other social legislation, such as the Wagner Health Bill,
the Youth Act, revision of maritime labor laws, etc., has been
forgotten and this session of Congress will go down in history
as the most unproductive of the New Deal era.

States, then at that moment does America become a totalitarian state and no power of democracy can change it."

VI. Labor's Answers—The Yanks Are Not
Coming
Much as the maritime workers abhor the German invasion,
those of all affiliations—ciO, AVL and the railroad brotherhoods—are placing themselves On record as against involvement in the European war. Having seen the effort to eav's

IV. General Reactionary Drive
If the 1938 elections revived the reactionaries' hoped, the
statements and events iti Washington since the President's
press conference declaration a month ago have sent them
soaring. Nothing is now too much for such groups to demand.
When amendment of the Walsh-Healey Act was proposed, the
New York Times and other newspapers demanded outright
repeal. When President Roosevelt and Attorney General Jackson made references to "fifth columns," a score of local police
officials and even the ogevrnors of two states, Moore of New
Jersey and Rivers of Georgia, took unconstitutional and hysteria-inciting actions against aliens, Moore called for hunts
by vigilante groups in New Jersey; Rivers ordered all aliens
in Georgie fingerprinted immediately.
After Mr. Roosevelt told Congress that ha thought this
country could be easily invaded by airplanes, there was a rush
of local rifle clubs, reserve officer associations, etc., to organize "anti-parachutist" squads.
When the President called in Bernard Baruch, the Wall
Street financier and head of the War Industries Board which
dominated industry, including labor, in the last war, the press
of the country demanded institution of a similar board, nominating for it such noted friends of labor and Henry Ford and
William Knudsen of General Motors.
When President Roosevelt made his statement that he didn't
want labor taking advantage of the situation by striking,
Hugh Johnson and Raymond Clapper, Scripps-Howard columnists, led the welcome, going further and saying labor in
basic, industries had no right to strike or take militant action
of any kind at a time like this

V. Why All This?
A few weeks ago John L. Lews told the National Negro
Congress:
". . . Politicians tire too quickly of wrestling with the
knotty questions which are attendant upon getting full employment and decent security for our people. They recoil from
the necessity of thinking and acting in new ways. How much
easier it is for them to forget these troubles, to mount a reviewing stand and wave a silk hat while other people's children march off to the sound of a military band."
Was Lewis right?
President Roosevelt, in
his speech May 26, emphasized the prosperity
angle of his armaments
program. Assuring industry that the government
would pay for plant expansion, he said he believed that the war orders
would mean that "tens of
thousands . . . will receive employment" and he
expressed a hope that
raise
would
business
wages.
The shifting of industrial recovery to dependence on arms production
In taking place. Steel production is mounting daily
.ciensare
while farm prices fal.
Roosevelt
President
says he prays for peace
and that his demand for a
greater armaments program is necessary because recent events in
Europe show this country can be invaded. This alarming talk
is disputed by such experts as Admiral Richard Yarnell, hero
of the Panay incident in China, and General Smedley Butler,
famous Marine commander, who say it is extremely remote if
not impossible.
Arthur Krock, New York Times correspondent, wrote May
15, "the President not even yet Is saying openly what he has
said to individuals and committees of Congress." General Hugh
A, Drum, commander of the Second Corps area, made the
statement on May 14 that if the Roosevelt arms program
"does not save us from war, it will save us from losing it."
The same week, Ludwell Denny, Scripps-Howard columnist,
said the Administration was taking the back door to war.
Dorothy Thompson, a foe of the New Deal and who in her
Herald-Tribune column has supported the demand of her paper
that we declare war on Germany, has asked that Roosevelt be
given a third term.
Demands for repeal of the Johnson Act, which bars credits
to those who didn't pay their debts to us from the last war;
atrocity stories on front pages of newspapers; establishment
of spy units by the National Guard for the first time since the
last war; loose talk of invasion from Mexico with the Mayor
of San Anthill°, Texas, arming his police with machine guns
. all these are symptoms of a warlike trend.
That tremedoue danger in this trend was voiced by the Most
Reverend John A. Duffy, bishop of the Buffalo Roman Catholic diocese who, according to United Press, called the President's message "the most fateful and perhaps the most tragio
utterance ever made in the United States.
"Just as soon as a million men are under arms in the United

Europe in the last war add up to nothing constructive, they
are not willing to risk a major set-back at home in order to
make the attempt again.
The recent conventions of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers and tho Steel Oorkers Organizing Committee took strong
stands against ,war and demanded full protection of the
rights of labor in the giant arms program. Hundreds of locals
of other unions have wired the President protesting against
his actions and utterances of the last fortnight.

Maritime labor must redouble, quadruple—throw its full
strength against these attacks on labor. But to fight the
attacks themselves is not enough, for the desire to crush labor
does not lead to and end in itself—it is a means of leading
America into war.
The Maritime Federation gave America the most pertinent
slogan of today—"The Yanks Are NOT Coming."
The war hysteria fostered by the Roosevelt Administration
has vastly increased the need to make the rest of America join
that slogan.
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Manulani Black Gang
Comes Through With $9
From the black gang of the SS Manulanl this week came
a donation for nine bucks.
Those donating, Delegate A. S. Olivera said, were: H.
Gonzales, 2130, $1; F. Dorego, 551, $1; R. Ovalle, 1630, $1;
R. Mu, 3474, $1; J. Vasques, 292, $1; R. Moniz, 2722, $1; P.
Aviles, 1975, $1; H. Sernaek, 1747, $1, and A. S. Olivera,
2597, $1.

San Francisco, Calif., May 27th, 1940.

',Editor, "Voice of the Federation:"
I should like to call to the attention of all seamen the imminent dangers that confront
ja their present wages, working conditions, etc. and the benefits that will accrue from affiliation with that progressive organization, Labor's Non-Partisan League.
First Of all, let us go back to aet,
^picture of the last war. The sea- unbearable misery.
longs to us, but let's make sure
men were told to be patriotic and
In closing I want to say, let's we know what it is all about, first.
give all they had to the support of have conditions aboard ships, jobs
Let's back up the principles
their country. They were told that and security in time of peace, and of the Maritime Federation, "An
It was unpatriotic to demand de- if those people that are supposed injury to one is an injury to
cent wages and conditions. The to come over here and take all all."
seamen were forced to accept such this in time of war do come we'll
Fraternally,
conditions under the threats of be there to defend all that beJIMMIE ROBBINS, MFOWW.
war hysteria, while 18,000 warmade millionaires were feathering
heir nests. The seamen were
forced to take their lives out to
sea under the dangerous conditions that existed in the waters of
the North Atlantic, North Sea,
and other hostile waters of the
By R. J. OWEN
enemy.
(From the Catholic Worker)
This they were forced to do unThere are approximately 250,000 workers engaged in the
der the guise that good seamen
should come to the defense of the fishing industry on the Gulf Coast. It *ould require a volume
Nountry. The seamen of the Mer- to explain, the miserable conditions under which this huge
chant Marine did all this during army of workers live and are exploited.
World War No. 1. Now let us
From Sabine, Texas, which bounds on the Louisiana borpicture what happened when the der, to Port Isabel, Texas, which0
war was over.
bounds on the border of Mexico, Negro girl, exclaiming, ''Get out
They laid up the ships, cut is a distance of 448 miles. Count- of the way you black b---wages, broke the seamen's ing the bays and inlets with the There is not enough room in this
strike, and put, the seamen un- Gulf Coast, we have approximate- yard for you and me." (It was
der the most unbearable condi- ly 5000 miles of coast line. All only this girl's home.) Then he
tions until 1934, when again ahe along the coast line are fishing searched the house, looking under
seamen saw a chance to put up fleets. These fleets are collected the bed and behind doors, yelling,
"
a fight with the rest of the mostly in the more favorable and "Where is that damn nigger union
01) waterfront workers, and a good protected harbors, which are: man? I am going to kill him."
Sabine, Galveston, Freeport, Pal- Fortunately this union brother
fight it was.
Port LaVaca, Seadrift, Port could not be found.
From 1034 on, the seamen, acios,
Rockport, Ingleside,
O'Connor,
through united action with the
Later I was picked up by
Corpus Christi and
Pass,
Arkansas
other waterfront unions as well
these Rangers and taken to the
Port Isabel.
the support of the workers not
jail, where they beat me up and
Fish Dealers Control Politics
connected with the waterfront,
threatened to kill and bury me
aboveIn practically all of the
ade splendid gains, until 1936,
if I didn't leave the country and
named ports the fish dealers conwhen the seamen together with
go back where I came from. (I
Their control
local
politics.
trol
the rest of the waterfront unions
am a third generation Texan.)
local politics naturally gives
of
ander the banner of the MFP were
They also raided our picket line
them a big voice in politics of
locked out for three more months.
and beat and kicked six of the
the State. From this fact it is
pickets, throwing four of us in
WITH FLYING COLORS
easy to see that political stooges
Again we emerged with flying of the local bosses of government jail, charged with rioting.
At the trial before a District
olors under the banner of the are used in various unlawful ways
FP, and the support of the to keep the workers in subjuga- Judge, although 15 workers testified to the beatings, the judge in
workers ashore in general. A tion to the will' of the bosses.
plendid victory it was as the
No matter how hard these his summation stated that, eviseamen went back to their ships people work or how much fish dence showed that only one man
with a "Hit it with a smile look." they catch they are never able had been struck by a peace ofhey learned something on the to clear their indebtedness to ficer; that the peace officer testipicket lines. For three months the bosses. If large catches of fied that he knew it was unlawful
.hey had time to think it over and fish are made the bosses lower for a peace officer to strike a
say with that smile "we've got the prices, cheat on the weights, citizen, but that citizen had called
omething here, an organization, or just pay for 40 to 50 per him a liar ."and it was an old
maritime federation that was cent of the catch, claiming that Southern custom and I believe it
built from the struggle of the the rest can't be used for vari- a grand old Southern custom
934 strike."
ous reasons, then selling that —." Imagine! A District Judge
per cent which they received from the bench of the United
NOW ANOTHER STRUGGLE
Now comes another struggle, a for nothing along with what States!
struggle against the war hysteria they paid for. If objections are Child Labor
We could go on forever about
that is going on around us today; raised against these robbing
struggle that bears watching tactics of the company, the boss beatings, threats, unlawful seizing
Just fires the man raising the of fishing nets by the law officers,
and requires common sense.
Bills are coming up in Washing- objections, knowing that the refusal of the courts to recognize
ton that will hurt us and we must workers are economically unable the rights of the workers, etc. The
State Attorney General's office
fight back at them. We should to leave.
gi.ke an interest in these bills. We
In Palacios, the largest dealer being used by the fish companies
should let it be known that we as controls the WPA. So, If any as a strike breaking agency, of the
eamen are a part of what makes worker protests his starvation child labor law 'violations. Chilhis world go around and demand wages, or resents the insults the dren of 10 or 12 working in cold,
our place in the sun. We should women workers are subjected to, damp fish houses all hours of the
et it be known not only over the that person finds it very difficult day and night. Of large families
good old messroom table or thru to get onWPA. Incidentally, the living in one-room ramshackle
ur union hall but up at Wash- people earn more on WPA than houses; of children dying of malngton.
working for this company. Last nutrition and exposed to the disThere are bills coming up that year, while a strike was in prog- eases commonly found in such
re beneficial td seamen and there ress in Palacios, these WPA work- poverty.
are bills that are a detriment to ers were told by their bosses that
eamen. We must be prepared if they didn't take a job in private
for these.
industry when offered they would
Labor's Non-Partisan League, be kicked off the WPA and never
9)the political arm of labor, or- get back on. Nothing was said
ganized through the efforts of about their right to refuse to be
SAN FRANCISCO—The Alaska
progressive labor unions, both used as strikebreakers.
The sheriff's department and Cannery Workers' Union No. 5-1
AFL, CIO and Independent, can
help us, and can help us where the Texas Rangers are freely uSed will hold a jamboree Saturday,
It can do the most good, right to intimidate or beat up any of June 8, 9 p.m. at K.R.B. Hall, 1133
up in Washington. Let's go to the workers that attempt to use Mission Street. There will
be door
constitutional
them for support and let's stand their
rights to
prizes, cash dance prizes and restrike.
their
support
efforts
and
behind
freshments. General admission will
to help us. Let's say aloud, we Intimidation By Rangers
While a strike was in progress be 25 cents. Union music will be
• are going to demand our plaoe
In this world and let it be known in Palacios I was called to a employed.
that we are not going to get all Negro's house to investigate the
Local 5-1 is an affiliate of the
warmed up over a lot of well fed threats made by the Rangers Alaska Cannery Workers' Union
war talk by the same people against a Negro organizer. While No. 5, CIO. The dance will be for
girl who forced the seamen into con- I was in the house the Ranger ar- organization purposes to organize
ditions of the last war, and from rived and rushed in through the the unorganized workers in the
1921 until 1934, kept them in door, knocking aside a young fish packing indusitry.

250,000 Fishermen
Oppressed in Gulf

Fish Packers Dance
In S. F. Saturday

C 10's Declaration On
National Defense
Will Back National Defense, Oppose
Real Fifth Column; But Labor's
Rights Must Be Protected
HE Congress of Industrial Organizations, its officers,

Tconstituent unions and membership are fully prepared

to discharge our responsibilities in the approaching national emergency, to the best interests of the United
States of America.
At the outset let us state most unequivocably that we
are, and always shall be, unalterably opposed to any
movement or activity of subversive character, Trojan
horses, or fifth columns, which are aimed against our
nation and government, or the basic free and democratic
institutions upon which our republic has been founded.
The Congress of Industrial Organizations is the labor
movement in our first line of defense—the mass producing
Industries of mines, mills, factories and workshops. By
the strength and discipline of our organizations, the affiliates of the Congress of Industrial Organizations have
substituted industrial peace and stability for industrial
warfare, in these first lines of defense.
We are prepared to lend practical, wholesome and
feasible co-operation in any undertaking to protect this
nation and prepare for national defense.
The ideals and objectives of the Congress of Industrial Organizations are an essential part of national
policy. They are inherent in our democratic society. They
are predicated upon the maintenance and preservation of
labor's rights, so clearly set forth in the Constitution of
the United States; in congressional statutes, and in
Supreme Court decisions validating such statutes.
Throughout any national emergency, labor's rights,
as embodied in the National Labor Relations Act, the
Wage and Hour Act, the Walsh-Healey Act, the Guffey
Coal Stabilization Act, the Social Security Act and other
legislation must be preserved.
These rights are:
1. The right of wage earners to organize into unions
of their own choosing.
2. The right of organized wage earners to bargain
collectively with their employers.
3. The right of wage earners to freedom of speech,
assembly, action and worship.
This declaration of labor's rights is designed to stabilize industrial relations and promote industrial peace. It
does not contemplate industrial strife. It seeks to improve
the relationship between wage earners and their employers; to increase the productive efficiency of industry;
to maintain labor's existing wage and hour standards, and
to improve these standards with changing economic conditions.
Any national defense program must contemplate this
kind of co-operation.
It is imperative for the national welfare that steps
be taken to end unemployment.
It is recognized that large numbers of idle workers
will be re-employed through the impetus given our
economy by the present situation. But it must also be
recognized generally, especially the mass producing industries, is capable of turning out maximum production
with a much smaller working force than ever before,
due to tremendous strides in technology.
This means that large numbers of able-bodied and
willing workers will not find places in private employment; and sight must not be lost of the necessity of providing for them.
And after the current war-stimulated recovery has
run its course, what then?
When war orders stop, as stop they will, millions
who will have been employed in the armament and related
Industries will be cast out of their jobs. For them, their
families and for millions of others like them, provision
must be made, lest misery and suffering, the like of
which no civilized country has seen before, trail in the
wake of "war boom" dislocations.
Our industrial unions constitute a great reservoir of
productive, technical and administrative skill and resourcefulness. The brains of labor should be utilized to
serve the nation in its national defense undertaking.
Organized labor must be given adequate representation
on boards, agencies, administrative bodies and policyMaking groups concerned with the execution and administration of any national defense program.
Finally, we the executive board of the Congress of
Industrial Organizations meeting this fourth day of
June, 1940, in the nation's capitol, elecltre in unequivocal terms that we will defend the free institutions of this
republic, under which the Declaration of Independence
and the Constitution gives us the greatest democracy on
earth—a government of the people, for the people, and
by the people.
We offer this program in a sincere endeavor to make
our contribution toward achieving the goal which is in
the heart of every true Amreican—to assure the security
of our nation, to preserve the peace for our people, and
not to become involved in the present horrible war raging
In Europe.

Fireman Says-

SIU Beaten; Get
Militant Again.
S. S. Florence Luekenbach,
Everett, Wash., May 31, 1940.
Editor, "Voice of the Federation:"
24 California St.
I see the final results of the recent balloting is in and the AFL's Harry Lundeberg
setup took the worst beating of any raiding outfit in recent times; so perhaps the few officials and would-be pie-cards will take the hint and, instead of trying to shove the MFOW
into a phony setup such as the SIU, will spend some of the time the Firemen are paying
them for, to building up the Union instead of trying to hand us over, lock-stock-and-barrel, to the biggest scab-herder of them all—Willie Green.

Crew of J. F. Farrell
To Donate Regularly
Editor, Voice of the Federation:
Enclosed find the sum of $5.00 which the crew of the
Farrell of the Sinclair Navigation Company are
Fletcher
L
donating to defray the cost of the printing and mailing of
the Voice to this ship. At a regular joint meeting held on
May 26, 1940 it was voted to donate $5.00 every six months
to the Voice. The amount is small, but we feel it will help
a little. You can rest assured that the money will be forthcoming every six months.
Hoping to receive our paper In the port of Houston and
with warmest fraternal greetings to our West Coast brothers
we remain.
Fraternally yours,
EDWARD W. ANDERSON,
Crew of the J. Fletcher Farrell
Sinclair Navigation Company,
P. 0. Box 2411, Houston, Texas.

Anyone who has the least
bit of familiarity with the tactics of those outfits knows that,
despite ail their yelling about
Unionism, they don't know what
the word means. When we were
sleeping in box cars and eating
bread straight during the '34
strike, going to Jail and to the
hospital, Mathew Woll, as one
of the heads of the AFL with
Joe Ryan, perhaps the biggest
racketeer in the country. Nan
Hunter

was another

able

pie-

card artist who, I understand,
is now working for Lundeberg
as organizer for the SIU on
the Lakes.
These men called the West
Coast Unions "reds," "radicals,"
and anything and everything they
could think of, because we refused to bow down to the mandates of the shipowners.
Lost Strikes, Charters
When the strike was won, then
they were right on hand to collect the per capita tax. In the
Gulf they lost their strikes and
their charters at the same time.
The strikes to the "boss" and the
chart•,,
,rs to the "scabs." As it is
so much easier to have the boss
force the finks into the Union,
A sardine conference called by
even if only Union of Finks, than
the United Fishermen's Union was
SAN FRANCISCO—UMW fish- to spend a little of the gravy per
held in San Francisco. The con- ermen have accepted the offer of capita helping the *Union win a
ference was called together to the dealers to go out on limits, strike; and besides, look at the
consider certain recommendations and a limit of 300 pounds per initiation fees the boss collects
for them.
to be made to the Commercial boat has been adopted. This acSeveral times I have heard how
of
Council
Informal
innecessitated
by
the
Fisheries
tion was
the SIU was helping the MFOW.
Conservation of the Fish and ability of the dealers to handle Well, to my knowledge they helpGame Comission, which meets in the large amounts of salmon ed us several times. The first
time, when they sailed the GenSan Francisco, Thursday, May 23. caught by the fishermen during
eral M. H. Sherman from New
industhe
after
in
fishing
organizations
days
of
Eight
the first few
York to the Islands during the
try were represented at the con- the opening of the season on May 36-'37 strike for Matson. Of
ference meeting, including the 1st. The market for salmon has course they called themselves
ISU in them days. Then they
United Fishermen's Union of the been greatly disrupted by the'
helped us by their usual scab tacCaligreatly
and
has
Sound
which
European
war
Pacific, Puget
tics as the ILA deep water local
fornia districts; Fishermen's In- curtailed the demand for mild- (AFL). Once more they showed
ternational; Fishermen's Cooper- cured salmon, and the only their love for us by sailing the
ative Association of San Pedro; market at present is for fresh Coloradan from Porto Rico when
the crew would not pass through
California
Japanese market use. •
Southern
a picket line. Civet cat, pole cat,
Association;
San
Fishermen's
This condition of the market is skunk. . . . It all boils down to
Francisco Pure Seine Boat Own- doubly unfortunate at this time plain "skunk" in the end. So is
ers; Monterey Sardine Industries; when there is a greater abun- It any wonder the membership
look askance at any official or
Pacific Coast Purse Seiners Asso- dance of salmon available than
would-be pie-card who tries to air
ciation of Seatle.
at any time since 1924, and at a gun us into a setup like that?
The following recommenda- time when salmon fishing has Let's Get Militant Again!
How much more would it be
tions were adopted in regard been greatly curtailed in Alaska
and the fishermen are unable to appreciated if they turned their
the coming sardine season to
.go to Alaska from this port.
socalled talents to trying to get
be presented to the Informal
The dealers with whom the Woodworth, Panchelly and Brown
Council of Conservation of the union has signed agreements have out of the can. Men that are in
Fish and Game; that automatic guaranteed to take 50,000 pounds there for doing nothing more than
scales he put into effect by all of salmon per week, but this is a any number of us done in '34; the
companies; that the aggregate comparativly small amount of sal- only difference being that they
total permits for sardine re- mon per boat, with each boat got sent up on a phony charge,
duction be the same as for last manned by one or two fishermen and we didn't.
What Is the MFOW going to
year; that the sardine season depending on the size of the boat.
After being tied up for ten do, forget these men because
open in San Francisco and
Monterey on August 1; that days because of no market for the they happen to be on the other
eight inches be the minimum salmon, fishing started again on side of the country? How
size for sardines with '50 per May 20, but due to the large about all of us getting together
130 to take up donations for their
catches being brought in
cent tolerance by weight.
These recommendations will be boats bringing in 300 pounds and fight for freedom? Give them
presented to the Informal Coun- more—the fishermen may be lim- a little publicity, and get the
Panchelly,
Woodcil of Conservation at the meet- ited to two or tisree days fishing members
ing in the Ferry Building on per wek, at least until the first worth and Brown-conscious, so
Thursday, at which canners, as of June. On June 1, prices for that when those names are
well as fishermen's and boat own- salmon will be lowered from 11 mentioned the members wont
ers' organizations will be repre- Cents per pound round for chin- be asking "who are they and
sented. The meeting of the in- ooks, and 8 cents per pound round what local do they belong to,
cents and 6 etcetera. in other words, let's
formal council will he followed by for silvers, to 10
the regular meeting of the Cali- cents, respectively, at which time get militant once more!
Fraternally,
fornia Fish and Game Commis- It is expected that the dealers will
J. It. GOIIMLEY,
sion in San Francisco on Friday take more fish for mild-curing
No. 3015, MFOW.
and for frezing.
and Saturday, May 24 and 25.

United Fishermen

Sardine Conference

Salmon Fishermen
Go Out on Limit

Professional Directory, S. F.

San Francisco Union Meetings.
iet

International Association of
Machinists, S. F. Lodge No. 69
Every Wednesday, 8 p.m.
Convention Hall, Labor
Temple, 16th and Capp Sta.
Executive Committee, 2d and
4th Mondays of each month; 8
p.m.; Room 208, Labor Temple.
Frank De Mattel, President
Harty Hook, E. F. Dillon.
Besiness Agents.
T. W.Howard, Financial Sec.
rstarY.
William T. Henneberry, Re.
cording Secretary.

r

COMPLTIvrENTS OF,..

Pacific Trading Co.
Importers of Wel-Pao Products

3* 3*
Marine Firemen, Oilers,
Watertenders' & Wipers' Assn.
V. J. Malone, Secretary —
Thursdays at 7 p.m., 58 Commercial St., Tel. DOuglas 5650,
San Francisco Dispatcher,
DOuglas 7593.

Bay and River Bargemen
Local 1.22, ILWU
and Powerboatmen
Meetings—let and 3rd Sundays, 10 a.m., 84 Embarcadero.
Manuel Baptiste, President and
Business Manager, GArfield
Support the New Deal With: 1904. William Correra, Dispatcher, GArfield 1904.
United strength.

100 Sacramento St.

Women's Auxiliary No.1 of th
Maritime Federatlo

Marine Cooks and Stewards'
AssoolatIon of the Pacific,

Regular meetings at Druids
Temple,44 Page St., 2nd Thursday, 2 p.m.; 4th Thursday,
p.m.

Phone EX. 7440
Thursday at 4 p.m., at 86
Commercial Street.
E. F. Burke, SecretaryTreasurer.

Mail address: P. 0. Box 1249,
C. Shouten, President
E. Makela,, Recording secre-

tary.

E. Fidelli, Corresponding secretary G. Mathias, Treasurer.

MEETINGS
ATTEND YOUR UNION

International Longshoremen's
& Warehousemen's Union
Local 1.10, San Francisco
Every Monday night, Eagles
Hall, 273 Golden Gate Ave.

EAGLE'S BUILDING

'
.
Chris Christensen, Record
lag Secretary.

Inlandboatmen's Union
Meeting Wednesday morning
at 10 o'clock, Room 263, 24
Market Street.

*

A. L. McCurdy, Business
Agent.
Phil San din, Business Agent.

Auditorium and Halls
100% UNION

273 Golden Gate Ave.
Phone HEmlock 9207
Frank P. Walcott, Bldg., Supt.

Henry Schmidt, President.
ATTEND YOUR UNION
MEETINGS

ATTORN EYS-AT-LAW

Attend Your
Union Meetings

Warehousemen's Union
Local 1-6, ILWU
77 Clay Street
EUGENE PATON, President
San Francisco
Meeting-2nd and 4th Wednesdays of each month at Scottish Rita Auditorium.

GLADSTEIN,
GROSSMAN and
MARGOLIS

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW

FRANK ORWITZ
620 Hearst Bldg., 3rd Cr Market
San Francisco

GA. 6353 (Home Phonet MO. 3305)

800 Mills Bdg.
San Francisco, Calif.
ottorneys for ILWU 1.1,„ 1.11
smeelemeeemeelesellemillimailimeh
Anier—

Albert Michelson
Attorney-at

J.'W
Attorney tor eactfte Coast Marino
Firemen, (Mem Watertenderts
and wipers' MISOCiati021

1650 Russ Bldg., Slitter 3866
San Francisco, Calif.
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Astoria Antics +

# Official MFOW News +

(Continued from Page 2)
O'Donnell's remarks, when he proceeded to applaud, and Jack
wasn't finished! . . . And then
there was which fraternal delegate who, after making an artistic
oratorical delivery, admitted he
hadn't even read the resolution he
was arguing about, and then for
the top off of irony had admitted
later he was wrong. Oh, well, it
happens in the. best of regulated
conventions. .. . We see a good
number of commuters between
Portland and Astoria over the first
few days. . . . Harry LaCoste,
carrying most of the ACA votes
in his vest pocket for his organization is seen madly tearing out of
town for his point to point connections in the big city, or sumpin'
whatever point to point is. . . .
Then we espied Johnny Fougerouse, MC&S, making a bee-line
for Portland after sessions Tuesday. John said he had to attend
the Portland Industrial Council
meeting there. . . . Seemed awfully "in-the-dog-housey" next a.m.
when seen in the lobby of the

.1•M•1•••••••••••••......11.

Soshul Kolymum

With ILA Rank and File

Firemen's Blitzkrieg Lands
Octopus on Coast Merchant
From the valiant crew of the
'Coast Merchant comes a tale of
daring that will warm the cockles
of many an old tar's heart. We
have no doubt that in many a
focs'le throughout the world the
tale of how the crew of the Coast
Merchant routed the blitzkreig of
an octopus will be told, with many
embellishments, winding up with
the addendum, ''I wuz there,"
until the crew of the Coast Merchant reaches into the many thousands.
Well, mateys, here's the lowdown:
Once upon a time, as the great
big iron ship Coast Merchant lay
alongside the dock at Port Angeles, a great big wicked octopus
sniffed the blood of a couple of
firemen down in the engineroom.
A fireman, little Henry, in reply
to your rude question, is a man
who stands under the ventilator
and counts up his overtime, and
an engineroom, little Georgie, is
a place where the shipowners store
all the old engines they can get
hold of . . . Well, anyway, the
Coast Merchant was alongside the
dock at Port Angeles last Sunday
Morning, with Fireman Paddy
Hughes and Oiler J. Allen on
watch.
* * •
They were just shooting the
bull, when suddenly the auxiliary
circulator slopped, then the sanitary pump gave up the ghost. The
engineer on watch, second assistant Rowan, arrived on the scene
and proceeded to investigate.
They removed a valve bonnet
from the sanitary pump suction
line, and out popped the tentacles of an octopus. Right then
and there three good men and
true departed from the engineroom for the safer confines of
the boiler room. Having established a strategic retreat, and
reformed their lines of defense,
the need for rearmament became
obvious.
Offensive strategy being called
for, a plan of attack on the weird
Invader was formulated. Fireman
Paddy Hughes was designated as
Combat Division No. 1, and armed
with the burner wrench. Second
Assistant Rowan was assigned the
place of honor as shock division
and equipped with a 14-foot slice
bar, while the post of reinforcing
division was assigned Oiler Allen,
who was outfitted with a langth of
heaving line.
* • •
Approaching stealthily, in the
Manner of veterans of the Indian
wars, the attack was launched.
Oiler Allen obtained the Croix de
Guerre by lassooing the slimy
monster, while the second stabbed
it with his 16-foot stiletto. Not to
be outdone, Fireman
Hughes
pounced on it with the burner
wrench.
After a long battle lasting several weeks (pardon, we were
thinking of Belgium and Flanders), no, several hours, the octopus was finally subdued and pulled
from its hole.
It measured 12 feet from tip
to tip, and weighed 75 pounds. It
had traveled 36 feet through the
suction pipe before being stuck
against the valve bonnet.
Round Port Angeles speculation was aroused as to whether
this was the same monster that
recently attacked a small boy
on April 5. Quotes the paper:
"The fact that one tentacle was

lost, apparently missing for
some time, led to speculation
whether the octopus might be
the same which seized a small
boy here April 5 as he played
on a bay rock. At that time,
Douglas Burgess, 13, rescued
his companion by hacking off
with a jackknife the tentacle
which had seized Howard Huffman, 12."

Frisco Whalers
To Roll Again
The San Francisco Sea Products Company is having another
crack at getting their whalers
rolling again, figuring that the
war demands will boost the price
of Whale oil, and result in their
making a few dollars, as opposed
to the losses they have sustained
in their past two attempts to get
going.
This time they will operate
from
Eureka, processing
the
whales at a shore plant, and using
the Gleaner, Port Saunders,' and
possibly the Hawk as killer boats.
They have given up the California as a bad job, selling her
to the Olson company for operation in the steamschooner trade.
The Hawk will probably be
changed over from a coal burner
to an oil burner.
A fairly good agreement has
been negotiated, calling for the
firemen to get $100 per month,
with a bonus of $2.50 per whale,
and overtime while in port at
the rate of 80 cents per hour
on Saturday afternoons, Sundays and holidays.
-

Union Assets Pass
$60,000 Mark

The union, for the first time in
its history since the 1934 strike,
has pushed its cash assets beyond
the $60,000 mark.
There is $42,000 in the strike
fund and $18,000 in the general
treasury and other funds. In addition, there is $6,000 held in
three accounts for Earl King, Red
Ramsay and Frank Conner.
, This is a far cry from January 17, 1937, when the present
administrative
officials
took
over, with some $64 being handed over to them, and total debts
amounting to $22,000.
Thus, despite the defections of
Nance O'Neil and R. F. McCarthy,
the MFOW has made plenty of
progress in straightening out its
financial difficulties.
It has made plenty of progress,
likewise, in improving working
conditions, wages and living conditions.
or 0 •
Quietly, with no great fuss or
flurry in the papers, for which
heaven be praised, Mrs. Ramsay
received her divorce from Red

Ramsay.
We have no comment to make
either way. Red is unperturbed.
Mrs. Ramsay is a young woman,
and the two of them discussed
their differences amicably, and
decided on a quiet divorce. It's
their own private business, and
has been settled by them in their
own way.

O'Neil Starts
Paying Back

--Despite the damage he has
caused, we feel the right attitude
was adopted by the organization
in refusing to send old Nance
O'Neil to the hoosegow.
The Place to Eat and Drink—Th
The sanity and good sense of
the members who refused to be
budged by a hysterical and vicious
blitzkreig to place the old man
in the bucket has been vindicated
EMBARCADERO, S. F.
by the efforts of Nance O'Neil to
MIKE MULLALY, Prop.
make good the loss he caused the
organization.
The amount flhort was approxi25 Years of Famous Service
mately $550, and against this he
has paid back $73.50.
Almost 15 per cent of the total
RESTAURANT—TAVERN
—not a great deal, yet it is tanEmbareadero, S. F.
gible evidence that Nance is tryILWU Supporter
ing to do the right thing.
It is evidence too, that the mern-

GOLDEN TAVERN
27

0. B. OLSEN'S
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DENTAL CREDIT

FillrWWIININVIINvIlIrlIllirl

iSCOTTISH1
Plates ; RITE 1

on your own terms!
NEW TRANSPARENT MATERIAL

Bridgework - Fillings
Impressions taken In morning,
strong, comfortable plates ready
same day when necessary. Take a
year to pay — 12
Dentistry
months or 52 weeks.
Completed Easy credit.
At Once I
Reasonable

GAS
NOVOCAIN
Extractions

MEETING
4
Temple Association
1290 Sutter St. 4

Fees!
1-DAY
SERVICE
41 le F.

Ev N!NOS

1208 MARKET, Corner Eighth S
471 19TH at TELEGRAPH
OAKLAND
SAN FRANCISCO
OTHER OFFICES
Burlingame, Palo Alto, San Jose.
Santa Rosa, Sacramento

HALLS
Suitable for Unions,
Lodges and Affairs 1
•
4
ORdway 1636

bership has done the right thing
by giving him a chance.
* *
First ship in the Moore MacCormack service in the Pacific
Argentine Brazil run was the
Collamer, which left Norfolk
last week with a full west coast
crew hired from the New York
and Baltimore Halls of the
MFOW.
13ill Welsh went down to Norfolk to see the boys got off with
a proper start.

Coolidge In
With Headaches
In from the Orient with a load
of headaches is the President Coolidge.
The beef is the same old one
of quarters, plus firemen doing
boiler work while on watch. True,
the gang get overtime for it, but
the proposition is to try and place
some day firemen on the vessel,
in the same way as the Monterey,
Mariposa, Lurline and Matsonia.

Charters, Sales
Are Quiet
Things. were quiet this week in
both the charter market and the
matter of ship sales. It seems that
as a result of the lowlands blitzkrieg and the atack on Norkay
and Denmark, the entire merchant
marine of Holland, Belgium, Denmark and Norway has been diverted from the service of those
countries to that of the allies.
Hence, there is at the present
time no great need for the chartering or purchase of American
flag tonnage.
. The result is that the British
and French Purchasing Commissions are offering $50 per ton as
opposed to recent high price of
$70 per ton.
Possible charters for the
Alaska Packers Chirikof and
Red Salmon Company's American Star have temporarily fallen through; although it appears
likely that the American Star
will go out shortly on a different propostiion to that originally
scheduled.

Peasantry
Faces
Farmers
Reduction of large sections of
the agricultural population to a
peasant class is the prospect
that faces farmers, according to
conclusions of farm experts.
This gloomy forecast was made
at the hearings held by the
Temporary National Economic
Committee which is now studying the effects of the machine
on unemployment in agriculture.
Out of the maze of charts,
graphs and statistics that studded the committee room where
the hearings are held, like sails
on a lake, came one controlling
fact: That in the last 30 years
the number of persons employed on the farms of the
country rernainea constant at
33,000,000 while the number of
persons being fed by farm products increased from 58 million
in 1909 to 99 million in 1939.
Though all this added productivity on the farm is not due
entirely to the development and
greater use of machinery, the
farm experts testified, much of
it can be attributed to technology.
Crushing the hope that city
folks who can't find employment may have of getting on to
new land, Louis H. Bean of the
Bureau of Agriculture Economics said that no new people
are needed on the land. On the
contrary, he added, there were
between 1,500,000 to 2,000,000
persons now on the land who
are not productive, whiling
their time away in complete
idleness.
"Over the years," was Mr.
Bean's positive statement, "we
can expect to produce more
agricultural products with the
same number of people on the
lana or use fewer people on the
land to produce the same quantity of products."
Figures were also brought
forth which showed that farm
tenancy is increasing, that
more and more farms are being
mortgaged and that more and
more of these mortgages are
being held by the biggest lending agencies. Something like
28,000,000 acres in the midwest
states, it was declared, were
acquired by 5 main lending
agencies through foreclosures.
Raising the incomes of city
workers of the lower levels
would help a great deal, but
could not completely solve the
problem, the experts said.

Church Hits Terror
That the intolerable conditions
existing on the New York docks
are more becoming'the concern of
the people is shown by a resolution adopted at the recent two-day
conference of the Brooklyn church
and Mission Federation.
While applauding the policies
of most of the labor unions active in Brooklyn, the conference
which was attended by -more than
one hundred lay and clerical delegates, in adopting its 'report on
social iand econimic needs, said it
was "gravely disturbed by the
number of apparently reliable reports concerning undemocratic
practices, intimidation and violence in the hiring of longshore
men on the Brooklyn waterfront,
a situation for which officials in
the International Longshoremen's
Association appear to be responsible." .

Working for
The Church
Apparently the Port of New
York agreement doesn't go for the
boys in Staten Island,. for they're
getting away with murder on
these docks. On piers 10 to 14—
the Bayridge Co.—"working for
the church" is a regular; business.
They are always calling men in
15 minutes before the hour and
knocking them off 15 minutes
after the hour. Also, the clause
in the contract which sayc there
shall be no splitting gangs in the
hold doesn't seem to mean a darn.
You can look down the hold almost any time and see only four
men working.

to MFP Convention
San Francisco

Greeting

Lieutenant-Governor Ellis E.
Patterson, candidate for senator, flip-flopped from his antiwar stand this week, endorsed
a third term for Roosevelt and
urged loans to the Allies.

Greeting to MFP Convention
San Francisco

Telephone KEarn9 1381-1382
OFFICE-3rd & CHANNEL
STREETS

Specialists In Industrial Accidents
and Personal Injury Claims

CHARLES CARRY

FITZ-GERALD AMES

Attorney

ATTORNEY AT LAW

111 Sutter St.
Telephone GA. 0066

300-311 DE YOUNG BLOC.
690 Market St., San Franeisco
Office Phone: EXbrook 0830
Res. Phone: RAndolph 6430

Protest War-Time
Shape-Up
The April meeting of Local 791
was turned into a spontaneous
protest against the vicious wartime shaping system that was
condemning half of the longshoremen to hunger and privation due
to
unemployment, while
the
other half were being sentenced
ot a Devil's Island existence of 60
to 75 hour work weeks, with 30
and 40-hour stretches of continuous toil without rest. Fed up with
the do-nothing-about-it attitude
of our highly paid union officials,
Chelsea longshoremen jammed
the ball despite a drenching rain
and demanded that the union tal:e
steps to achieve a more equitable
distribution of the work.

Jim Wilder Co.
' Towing and Freighting
On Bay or River

GEORGE DAVIS
Attorney
— --Mills Bldg.

Tel. GA. 6672

GLOBE
WIRELESS, Ltd.
311 California

Consolidated
Cargo
Co.

Main Office:

Tel. EX. 6181

WALTER MARR
Branch Office: 238 Market

Telephone
EXbrook 02T0

Ship Scalers
Face Speedup

EX. 6181

l
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SCHIRMER 1
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I
STEVEDORING 44
I
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CO.
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4
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SAN FRANCISCO
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For Fast, Accurate Service—
Send Your

RADIOGRAMS
VIA

MACKAY RADIO
To Europe, Latin America,
Hawai i, Philippines, Japan,
China, other Far East points
and ships at sea.
Send domestic messages between 16
cities In the United States at
WORDS FOR THE 10
1118 USUAL PRICE OF I
File "VIA. MACKAY RADIO"
through any
Postal Telegraph office

Mackay Radio and
Telegraph Co.
Head office
67 BROAD STREET. NEW YORK
Telephone Whitehall 9-6780
Division office
22 BATTERY ST., SAN FRANCISCO
Telephone GArfield 1303

Honolulu
Meetings
Marine Cooks and Stewards'
Association of the Pacific
Rudolph Eskovitz, Agent
Thursday, 6:30 P.M.
819 Kaahumanu St.
Ph. 3037
Honolulu, T. H.

PATRONIZE

TOM
CUSICK
BOATS

Attorney and Counsellor at Law
on
Beautiful Lake Merced
(Refreshments)
Enjoy Yourself

ADMIRALTY & PATENT
Suite 803-805 Pacific Building
821 Market Street
Phone EXbrook 4660
San Francisco, Calif.
•

HARDING BLVD. AT
LAKE MERGED

CONTINENTAL ENGRAVING

Tel. MOntrose 9753

WATERFRONT

& COLOR PLATE CO.

2 Block, from Union Halls

HOTEL ALBERS
REASONABLE RATES
Day: 25c & Up

Week: $1.75 & Up

•

ART & ENGRAVING
CO.
343 Front St.
DOuglas 4780

THIRD STREET
100% Union — Meet your friends at the Marine Cafe

HARBOR HOTEL

MARINE CAFE

132 Embarcadero, S. F.

286 THIRD STREET

The Maritime Men's Favorite

Make the MARINE HOTEL your home

LEON—The Barber

Milwaukee's Most Popular Bottle Beer!

at Recreation Center During
'36-'37 Strike.
NOW AT

131 Drumm St.
(Cor. Commercial)
A Friend to the Maritime Workers ;

MARIN HOTEL & RESTAURANT

FOR CLEAN, COMFORTABLE -ROOM AND BEST MEALS

1

146--- EMBARCADERO --- 148
Marine Firemen, Oilers, Water' tenders & Wipers
Stanley IVIish, Agent
Thursdays, T P.M., Honolulu

SUtter 6854

156-2ND. ST.

96 Jackson St., Cor. Drumm
Clean Rooms—New Simmons Beds
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Henry B. Lister

For Rent

For Reservations
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ALL TOGETHER: NO
MORE FORDS FOR ME

COMMERCIAL

GREETINGS TO MFP CONVENTION
San Francisco

112 MARKET STREET

By Publicity Committee,
ILWU 1-2 .
SAN FRANCISCO — Recently
our business agent was called
aboard the President Pierce. The
stecond engineer complained about
the work performed by members
of our union. He said that the
uptakes and tubes were not blown
properly, also that the firedoors
were put on without gas jets, and
If the men asked him for the gear
he would give it to them.
It was necessary to explain to
him that the men were contracted
outside. He had thought we were
called aboard to work for him and
when it was explained that these
contractors want men to rush
through a sixteen (16) hour, fob
in ten (10) hours, he understood
the difficulty on the mens' part.
To say nothing of the inefficient
gear they•are forced to work with.
We realize his position and we
want to cooperate, but under such
conditions our hands are tied. If
the shipowners were to call our
hall for men we can furnish capable workers for all these Jobs.
Furthermore, we would rather
work direct for an engineer
knowing through this system that
we would be given sufficient time
to carry out the work. This making it satisfactory for all.
We, the Ship Scalers and
Painters, Local 1-2, ILWU, are
behind the organizational drive of
the CIO Industrial Council to
organize the unorganized.
We
are cooperating in the particular
dirve in the shipyards. We realize
this drive will better conditions
for all men on the job.

-4r

hostelry. Must be the distance be- defray the cost to immediately try
tween two points. ... Looks like to save Brother Adams' life. Thh
Joe Harris, Seattle MC&S agent, holumn feels a worthy and cerand Eddie.. Lane, Portland agent tainly a more noble gesture could.,
for the same organization, could not be made by placing the mone
not leave their office duties behind elsewhere and hopes that the life
in their respective cities. Joe's of "Our Hughie" as he is know '
seen handling beefs in the Seattle in this territory will be saved and
Branch both over phone and ware, a speedy recovery follows. .
and Eddie dashes into Portland to According to observation it seem'
close books and setup the arrange- to this column that some of the
ments for the regular weekly meet- delegates did not come "schooner
ings... All this column can say, rigged" to this convention.
is it's a good thing their offices
Our nominations for the "Beat*
are not in Honolulu or Singapore, Brummel" title and. that of "wha
The convention, with its sound the well dressed man will wear"
and sane honest and above board medal goes to George May, Franci •
policies, has invited the public to Feter, Henry Hansen and Jim
attend the sessions. In addition it Clayton of the ILWU. Our guess
has taken many of the problems, is that they had their wardrobes
policy, etc., to the public. . . . sent up, several trunks each, much
Monday nite found Henry Schmidt, ahead of themselves and their reFrisco longshore prexy, on the air spective valets had laid all out
over the local radio station. Tues- very well....
day afternoon, Federation Prexy
* *
McGrath introduced Dean Wayne
Morse, coast arbitrator, to the pubWith most the dispatching of
lic over the air waves and Morse's fishermen to Alaska now over, the
speech to the convention was like- AFU are getting into the convenwise broadcast. . . . And very tion. Andy Vigen, George Lane
well received by the convention and George Johnson are very
and the public alike, if statements busily engaged in the convention
in the public press are to be be- wtching out for the interests of
lieved. .. Tuesday night, A. E. their members. William Hecker,
Harding, Secretary of the MFP however, was not able to get there
District No. 1, Seattle, was heard by the end of the third day. He
over the ether waves. .. • Brother was tied up in Seattle putting the
Jack O'Donnell, whose broadcast finishing touches to the start of
efforts were not only confined to the season and will be on hand,
writing script with the publicity no deubt, by the time this is pubcommittee, was also heard over lished. . . . UCAPAWA's Espe,
the air waves. Jack has done his Rojo and Mangaoang, having like- •
broadcasting in Portland over wise wound up their Alaska SeaKWJJ on the MC&S "notice" son's busy start have arrived for
beef, just prior to the opening of action and when last seen what
the convention. ...
with their action on the convention
Speakers who addressed the con- floor and their activities in comvention up to the time of this mittees they should have the situwriting included Eugene V. Den- ation well in hand. ... We wonder
nett, Washington Commonwealth how that too-early riser and very
Federation, and Hugo Lindquist, ambitibus Larry Fertig came out
president of the aviation local of on his clam digging expedition.
the Machinists in Seattle. Remarks Also, this column would like to
of both the brothers were very en- know how many of the attending
thusiastically accepted by the dele- delegates got up at 4 o'clock to
gats. . . . Guy Cooney, Boiler- join Brother Fertig in this worthy
makers, Portland, just about enterprise. Personally, this column
earned himself the reputation of prefers canned salmon, sans the
being a "no" vote to everything. digging effort, except perhaps the
However, in the fifth session of effort of a can-opener. . . .
the convention, he relented and in
We see where Brother Z. R.
'so doing, a UNANIMOUS vote Broiivn, ACA, does not only conwas had on a serious measure and fine himself to constructive phosame was duly appreciated by the tography and news articles but is
expression of the delegates, with quite adept at publicity work.
nobody hurt and everybody happy. When last seen he was busily enThe convention was apprised of gaged in having delegates sign
the serious condition of Brother cards requesting President gooseHughie Adams, Portland long- vett to keep this country out of
shoreman, who is fighting for his war. A worthy effort and we hope
life in a Portland hospital with a same is not in vain . . . This colease of gangrene setting in need- umn will now sign off, as no doubt
:ng possible immediate amputa- space in the "Voice," far more
tion of an arm, and the constant important and valuable news, is
attendance of a nurse. On motion needed and is only being used up
of Brother Bodine and Fantz the with this chatter, . . . So long,
convention donated $50.00 to help see you next weak.
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MARITIME FEDERATION MEN PREFER

Luxor Cabs
—"A Uniot. Driver Owns the Cab"—

ORdway 4040

This significant fact is verified by a
recent independent survey made by a
great newspaper.Isn't this convincing
proof of the delicious Pilsener flavor
of Blatz Old Heidelberg Beer? You,
too, will enjoy this beer that's made
for those who want the best.

Always Union-made
BLAU. BREWING CO;
Milwaukee, Wis.

.pliSENER\
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Alaska ILWU Local
-Reports Big Gains
KETCHIKAN, Alaska—Greatly improved working conditions and substantial wage increases have been won by
ILWU 1-61 in the past few years, officials reported this
week.
Said Secretary-Treasurer Anthony Zorich:

Northwest Anti-Labor Forces Open Total War
On AFL Machinists, Blacksmiths in Seattle
WCF Greets MFP

Maritime Day
At Fair---'
But No Seamen

Huge SumsSpent
ToSmash Unions

"Our local is affiliated to Sub 0
District Council No. 6, MFP and ways and means of diverting
'to the Ketchikan Industrial Labor
-0
the Washington Commonwealth
cargoes of fresh fish caught ray
ASTORIA—Here are sections
Council (CIO). We have 45 memmust, as rapidly as possible, afbeing
from
fishermen
V.
of
Eugene
speech
American
from the
,hers, which includes Ketchikan
itself with a national
filiate
and a branch at Petersburg. We sold at Canadian ports — which Dennett, Secretary of the Washbody, such as the Labor's Nonand
Council
deleIndustrial
NEW YORK—National MarAlaskan
ington
over
advantage
of
SEATTLE.—Thousands of dollars were poured into a
fishan
group
have
were the first
Partisan League and to do so in
itime Day was observed at the union-smashing campaign in the Pacific Northwest as the
processors to organize in Alaska. ports of railroad facilities and gate from the Washington Comimmetime, this must be done
New York World's Fair, but Washington Metal Trades, Inc. opened up their "total war"
"In the last three years we lower wage scales—without work- monwealth Federation, to the
diately to make it possible to
there was not a single seaman on the striking Machinists Local 79 and Blacksmiths 106.
have greatly improved woridng ing a hardship on the fishermen Maritime Federation:
better co-ordinate its activities
"In extending greetings to you
present.
conditions and gained substan- involved.
Adopting the tactics made infamous by the now-defunct
to extend its strength down into
CommonWashington
the
from
harmony
in
worked
have
"We
tial wage increases.
None was invited.
Washington Industrial Council, a0
future
greater
for
ranks,
the
abto
the
due
Federation,
wealth
"V arious classifications of with our sister locals and supstrikebreaking arm of the Seattle coaches for trackless trolleys to
strength.
the
workers include: Fish-house and ported them on every occasion. sence of Howard Costigan,
Chamber of Commerce during the be used in the transportation sysinternathe
if
that
know
"We
of
the
inability
cold storage workers, splitters, We have supported financially Secretary and
maritime strike, the Metal tern now being installed.
1934
inever
becomes
situation
tional
salters, graders, ice pullers, ice many worthy causes among which President Hugh DeLacy to attend
Trades Association took expencirtical, that we must
creasingly
deeply
in
is
enmeshed
"Unless the equipment is cornlie
because
and
Billings,
6 crushers, filletters and box makers, are included Mooney,
.
sive newspaper advertisements ing soon, it will mean delay ad
be prepared to apply the will of
WI Busy season is from June to Oc- King, Ramsay, Conner pardons, doing the job I have just disand time over the radio.
the people in this nation through
inconvenience in our trackless
tober. Instrumental in having an and the Chicago Guild strikers. cussed, it is a pleasure to speak
Absentee owners who dominate trolley plans."
our Congressmen and Senators
the
of
name
Washington
the
in
unity,
labor
for
stands
local
Our
conOil experimental fish laboratory
trethe
exerted
follow
have
to
association
bound
the
be
will
who
"National Defense"
structed here. Our most important the New Deal, and keeping out of Commonwealth Federation and exmendous pressure against small
will of their constituents."
tend these greeting. At the same
Attempts to create the imprespresent objective is to discover the present European mes.'"
operators who have attempted to sion that "national defense" WAS
"But, iri all too many parts of
__
time, I have the pleasure of exthis nation, including the Pacific
sign agreements. Threats of loss
tending the greetings of the WashABERDEEN — A coroner's jury of credit and sudden inability to being endangered by the strike
Coast states and vast areas in
ington Industrial Union Council.
of the unions for a living wage
"sasaa
which no suitable organization ex- whitewashed the Laura Law mur- secure necessary materials have
The close working relationships
were quickly scotched by the
HUGH DELAGY
Senators
forces
ists, Congressmen and
been reported by small shop unions which permitted the reder this week, but labor
between. the unions in the state of
President of the Washington
Washington and the Washington Commonwealth Federation, he and other public officials imap had at least temporarily checked keepers who have no objection to lease of supplies for naval bases
Commonwealth Federation is declared this week that keeping their fingers at labor when labor what they believe are determined signing an agreement' with the In Alaska.
bringing us to a realization that America out of war is the No. 1 makes demands upon them. That
It is freely admitted in the
Law for the union.
forces, crying for the 48-hour
is true in local, state and national efforts to frame Dick
longer can we depend upon the job for Washington Democrats.
.Stanley Savage, proprietor of
no
wages
of
Northwest that the drive
scrapping
Pacific
the
and
week
Aeronautical
—
The
SEATTLE'.
murder of his wife.
public offices.
judgment, wisdom or integrity of
the Savage Metal Products Co.,
against the Machinists and
4., Mechanics have presented the and hours legislation. Also comes existing. political parties. We are traditions long established within
re"I wish to urge upon your cona
after
reconvened
COMMUTIThe jury,
injected the issue of
Blacksmiths is the opening gun
irf final draft of the proposed agree- the cry that the Wagner Labor therefore
compelled to prepare us and in the main, pattern our vention the careful consideration cess of several months, brought in ism dramatically into the disan offensive to break the
in
ment with Boeing Aircraft at al- Relations Act is going to interin
given
have
you
as
ourselves to take our own political procedure after that of established this year,
a verdict of "death by unknown pute over wages. He declared
back of organized labor in the
•most the same time the company fere with the protection of Na- action; arrive at the best judg- unions,
the previous years. I have scanned
into
explain
refused
to
had
the union
assailant or assailants"
heat of the war drive now
received government contracts for tional Defense. In other words, ments possible by the democratic
"In the State of Washington, some of the resolutions presented away the murder of Mrs. Law, elude a clause barring employunder way.
200 new advanced type B-17 Fly- in the name of necessary action
to this convention for adoption and
who was killed at the height of a ment to Communists and Nazis.
/ ing Fortresses." Business Agent to protect our national integrity,
I note their consistent progressiveGreys
newsin
expensive
terror
vigilante
took
of
Savage
to
wave
Hugo Lundquist of Lodge 79 an- the employers are attempting
ness which I want to commend the
paper space to inform the public
Harbor.
knife labor in the back. You can
nounced this week.
delegates for their approval.
probe
real
a
seek
to
Attempts
to
had signed the agreement
he
happen
would
what
see
well
With huge Allied orders and a
"From time to time, each of us were balked when Coroner John merely as a prelude to "moving
backlog of $100,000,000, Boeing any Agreement or to our organiwill be called on to take their Stevenson, a lumber company away' because he could not afhas plenty of work at prices which zation if these forces succeed in
stand. Certanily we have no occa- man, barred from the hearing ford to paos the wages asked by
.
ASTORIA—A plea from 3000
mean neat profits and the union their purpose.
sion to shirk the responsibility of two attorneys whom Dick Law
metal trades
Seattle
of
striking
ng
signals
SEATTLE—Warni
illusfew
a
unions.
you
"Let
me
said.
give
Keppler
the
play,"
fair
and
he
demands are not unreasonable,
taking a stand. With the menace had delegated to represent him.
of their strike
support
for
workers
in
Communism
procedure,
of
happened
the
what
Demin
of
Issue
illegal
upsurge
of
trations
reactionary
a
False
basis
On the
said. But at the same time he
Fascism here in our own land,
Police threw them out bodily
ocratic Party of Washington State County Chairman Thompson was of
He reiterated the strikebreak- was presented to the Maritime
issueil a warning against "the France under similar conditions:
on us, every days, when their questions seemed about
Brother
"You read but a few days ago were brought into the open at re- called Upon to invalidate the elec- sneaking up
er's plea that the "community will Federation convention by
present attempt by the employers
with the abrogation of civil rights to reveal the employers' interest
Judy of the Seattle TAM this week,
his
in
a
warned
industrially"
Reynaud
hold
Premier
district,
caucuses
that
31st
legislative
district
cent
the
in
scuttle
disintegrate
tion
to
forces
and anti-union
in many communities.
Brother Judy thanked the Fedand the public officials' complais- bitter condenmation of the unions,
caucus with himself as chairman
*he existing labor legislation, all that any factory worker who in King County.
t
es
txhca
llebnetensu
gpivpionrg
cooperationthe ie
"One thing is quite certain, that a.nce in the killing of Mrs. Law. which asked only moeiest wage erationfor
shot.
a
be
would
in
left
his
post
delegates
order to elect
In the cause of national defense."
A struggle between progressives
and
the stand which organized labor The two lawyers were Irving Good- increases.
This, in spite of the fact that if and reactionaries will take place legal manner.
Said Lundquist:
in the strike and asked for further
as a whole may take is now at man, of Portland, and John
I. A. Sanclvigen, business agent
Pi "We see in Congress, senators he remained at his machine he on a larger scale when the King
If the county chairman rewho had been
rests
publicity and aid.
decision
Seattle,
that
stake
and
upon
of
Caughlan,
In
killed.
be
Savage's
would
surely
most
at
scoffed
the
itnd representatives who are
CCounty convention is held in Se- spects the principles of democof Local 79,
The strikers, including machinthe course of events engaged by the nationwide Grays
of the false issue of
knouthpiece of t h e anti-labor other words, the factory worker attle on June 8th. King County racy, he will throw out the II- pretty largely
interjection
ists, molders and blacksmiths, have
must remain at his post even if casts about a third of the strength legal election and hold a proper for this nation for the next few Harbor National Committee to Communism.
been negotiating for two months
months until at least the crisis force akilrlienag
l. investigation o the
he must kiss the foremost tank at the state convenion.
caucus. If he refuses, it means
"I have never heard of an ems
and have run up against the same
breaking point or
the
reaches
in the flying Blitzkrieg drive.
a
such
from
for
flown
that democracy has
a ployer here asking
CommonWashington
The
thing the ILWU has been running
passes. Everyone knows that there
Mrs. Law was murdered by
'And this is not all. Already,
the democratic party in King
thing before," he said. "It has into.
wealth Federation, which offered
being
our
of
Law
into
the
an
danger
is
imminent
broke
which
gang
the progresaive legislation won by the only program to meet the
County.
our union."
before
been
never
"We have had labor conciliatorS
involved in this war. The question home and ransacked it while Law,
the French workers has been
Despite the shocking anti-demo- is posed before us; the question is a militant IWA leader, was at a
crucial problems now facing the
LONG BEACH — Quick proThe employer's association in our negotiations," Brother Judy
scuttled. Hours today run as high
came
has already spent thousands of reported, "because that is the way
test by ACA and other labor as 16 hours per day and wages nation, was doggedly fought by cratic procedure, the WCF
very forcibly posed before us; can union meeting.
reactionaries. Democratic pro- through with a substantial victory anyone justify; can anyone perdolars in excess of the modest our international makes us negogroups stopped an attack on one are what is set by an economic
cedure was brushed aside as re- and yielded not an inch in its prowage increase demanded by the tiate but we haven't had any suein believing
of this city's oldest and best- council composed of government actionaries strove to prevent gram to defend the rights of labor nut to be Justified
union, Sandvigen pointed out, cess at all."
should take part in
loved institutions—the famous and employers' representatives. adoption of a program to protect and to keep this country out of that America
The metal trades unions are
in warning that the drive
that holocaust which gain—is deThe worker is married to the fac- labor's rights, safeguard peace
"Spit and Argue Club."
war.
Machinists was a
the
bucking a tough employer corncompel
,
against the M
We
must
struction.
Several weeks ago the speakers' tory and if the factory moves the and civil liberties and provide
President Hugh DeLacy reaf- powers•of this n ation; the governbine that is spending from $1000
campaign to smash all labor in
stand was , removed from the worker must go with it, even as jobs and old age pensions for the
ABERDEEN—The Dies Corn- the Pacific Northwest.
firmed the determination of the mental authorities to seek ways
to $1500 a day for publicity in
Rainbow Pier meeting place of in the Medieval Ages the serf was
needy.
daily
WCF to take independent politi- and means of making peace—not mittee this week asked for "corndemocratic moved from owner to owner beIndication that Mayor Langlie the newspapers, and the
unorganized,
this
plete data" not on the Law murunions'
the
cut
out
war.
has
strangle
signifipress
highly
reactionaries
if
considered
It
action
was
cal
unionthe
in
hand
may take a
group. After two petitions and cause he was attached to the land.
Demo- "Wen there is a wave of hy- der case or vigilante anti-labor smashing drive was seen when his answers to employers' attacks.
a descent by protesting groups This is indeed a far setback for cant by labor officials that reac- a people's program in the
but on "fifth
course,
ofactivity
The strike committee, of which
endistricts
in
several
tionaries
cratic
-Party.
the
within
steria and when those
train board expressed
upon the city council, the stand organized labor.
column" and "subversive" activi- three-man
"The WCF believes that the ranks of unions themselves are
over the delivery of Judy is chairman, has been getting
was replaced.
consternation
"It might also be pointed out gaged in open labor-baiting.
out a daily bulletin and has been
In scoffing at the WCF's de- Democratic Party cannot be swept off their feet by that hy- ties.
that in France the worker is In
labor's successful unless it gives evi- steria, it is time to be aware.
trying to get as much publicity as
protect
to
termination
the absolute control of the empossible up and down the coast.
ployer in his factory and any de- rights, reactionaries freely pre- dence that it is dedicated to There is one thing labor must
fr
Marine Firemen, Oilers,
He stated that the metal trades'
dicted that labor was going to keeping this country out of war never forget; that the present war'
mand
for
decent
conditions
or
livWatertenders and Wipers
fight in Seattle isn't just a fight of
have its wings clipped anyway.
and that it does intend to ful- and the nations in the present
ing wages is treason.
J. J. QUINN, Agent
0.
the machinists; it is a fight of all
Both the Seattle Times and fill its pledges of past years," war have destroyed all civil liber"This will happen to us here in
breakdown
Thursdays, 7:00 P.M.
labor. If we are dumped
organized
the
headand
Hearst's
subPost-Intelligencer
murder
is
question
The
home.
at
ties
this
repreLaw,
progresDick
—
young
the hard-hitting
ASTORIA
the United States if the workers
2 W. 6th St., San Pedro
/
2061
lined stories that the WCF had sive declared.
mit or be destroyed. '
in law and order in the Grays some of the organizations on the
Wooddo
not
create
International
within
the
their
senting
ranks
Telephone San Pedro 2838
setbacks and
"I want to congratulate you
Harbor area. Mr. Law received waterfront will get dumped, too."
?sc immediate unity to face attacks suffered severe
America and the Grays
There was a good deal of disin taking the stand you have, workers of
an ovation upon completion of
by the employers in their attempts crushing defeats. Actually, the
of the efforts of certain
Civil Rights Committee his splendid address.
cussion
in
Harbor
victories
imsweeping
scored
historic
in
WCF
recognizing
the
and
Stewards'
to wipe out all wages gained in
Marine Cooks
v nsi SUP leaders, working in conjuncportance of the present Execu- of Aberdeen, addressed the sixth
orh
icabtbilolenyfNi'oa
unm
im
Association of the Pacific
ukrgbeendt bcfonT
their hard and sometimes desper- five of the 12 legislative districts,
tion with Charlie Hushes and
tive Board meeting of the Na- annual convention of the Mari- the
despite anti-democratic practices
sic
"
ate struggles.
J. O'Conner, Agent
•
FP Warns FDR
The Meyer Lewis, to sabotage the
of reactionaries.
tional CIO. I hope you can go
convention.
the
by
received
I
for
speak
Pacific
not
the
only of unity in
time Federation of
449 Harbor Blvd., San Pedro
Two challenged districts provide
further. I suggest that you call
communication mentioned the 14 strike, although the LA of M. and
labor as a whole, but I also speak
a half hour, with, the assembly
will
WCF
the
a
such
whether
AFL
to
key
to
join
iipon
the
the
against
A
—
protest
weeks of hospitalization undergone all other unions concerned in the
SEA'1"1:LE
of unity within its ranks; for
at the county the United States demand for ar_ national movement of labor and room of the Astoria Labor Temple by Torn, as a result of his run- strike are members of the AFL.
those who sow this disunity are have a majority
Judy charged that these SUP
In the 31st bitration of the Mexican oil dis- the progressive forces. Certainly connected by racao, so that the down condition, due to 23 years of
not only in the broad labor move- convention Saturday.
SAN PEDRO
36th districts, reactionaries pute and a demand that "all the Maritime Federation is bet- citizenry of the community and unjust imprisonment. He stated officials had attempted to conand
ment
but
are
in our own ranks
Meets 1st ind 3rd Thursdays
they were outvoted. So economic, diplomatic and military ter equipped to make such a reundergo a fuse the issue by picketing eight
also. They are few, it is true, but realized
parts could hear a that he expects to
WILMINGTON BOWL
a desperate attempt to prevent Pressure be removed from the quest than most any other or- surrounding
in
shortly or ten canneries in which they
operation
,
major
fourth
unless Union memberships keeps
election of progressive delegates, Mexican government" was made ganized body, by virtue of the first hand version of the Aberdeen which will necessitate an addition- have no men at all, in order to
Tom C. Brown close watch, they can do
E. L. Bowen
terrible reactionaries tossed democratic
Secy.
Pres.
al five weeks hospitalization, He keep the machinists from workby Washington District Council composition of your organizaa civil liberties violations,
damage.
I am sure that as the conprocedure overboard and clamped of the MFP at' its May 21 meetMr. Law gave a background of called on the sixth annual conven- ing these plants.
vention goes along, there will be
down an iron-clad dictatorship.
, . The Machinisas are not at presing.
conditions in the Harbor area, tion of the powerful Maritime FedIn the 31st district, Mike
organizationsoccasions for differences to be
eration to come to his assistance ent asking for financial aid, Judy
All
affiliated
vigilante
s
u
o
i
r
a
v
how
Smith, a legislator and former were
sincerely trust showing
financially, so he may, and he ex- pointed out, but would like to have
Schlitx on Tap—Bottled Beers
requested to concur in the expressed but I
member of the WCF, joined with resolution and "to intensify their and hope that throughout it all groups, such as are known as pects to, continue fighting for as much publicity as possible on
red-baiting Senator Maxwell and cementing of fraternal relation- each will bear in mind that you Better Business Builders & Better labor, and for a long time to come, the strike. He asked that other
Custom House Broker
San Pedro's Newest Modern_Cafe
unions and groups state very
other Governor Martin allies. Ir- ships
example, demonInsurance—Real Estate—Notary
between the Mexican and are setting an
Americans, were set up to smash
The convention voted to give
Finest Wines, Liqueurs, Whiskies,
clearly their position to the press.
regular and illegal procedure
strafing how effective demoOffice: Fisherman's Co-Op Ass'n
Mixed Drinks, Excellent Food
action taken
the American workers."
any
to
full
support
showed
He
Aberdeen.
in
unions
Telephone SAN PEDRO 4557
was hastily put into effect to
cratic methods can be in ironBARTENDERS
by the Aeronautical Workers'
Geo. Yerkoyich—Nick BaskovIch
P. 0. Box 1241 San Pedro, Cal.
beat down a program backed by
ing out differences and dissolve how preceding the Laura Law
125 W. 6th St., Ph. 5454, San Pedro
Union of Seattle, in their curSt. Helens, Ore., ILWU 1-68
the WCF.
your problems in the happiest murder, a campaign of "telephone
IWO
rent negotiations for improved
Don Keppler, a delegate and a
solution.
moral
and
.
intimidation, physical
conditions and wages.
Meets 2nd and 4th Mondays
member of the Aeronautical Me"• 1 trust, in conclusion, that v i o 1 e n c e and property damage,
ess
s
in
u
b
Lundquist,
Brother
1605 Center St.
chanics Local 751, expressed -Night Phone 1884-d
Phone 2022
while I am her, I will have an ophall agent of the union, stated certain C. Stewart
C. E. Kremer
SAN FRANCISCO—The IWO, portunity to see each one of you bombings, b e a t i n g s and
amazement at the high-handed tacBusiness Phone 5873
place."
took
wrecking,
forces were at work trying to use
which
for
worked
continually
has
tics employed to defeat progresResidence Phones 2425, 4965W
Personally. I have a hit of inforSecretary-Treas.
He concluded by stating that the Defense Program as a smoke President
all unions and has cared for sick illation which I gathered on my
sives.
.a
Martin V. Tipich
Justice screen to prevent improvements.
Quality Laundry Service
"No trade union would permit union members of locals while on way down here concerning the twelve Department of
John A. Mardecich
it
ill
Aberin
now
investigators are
One Day Service such trampling of democratic strike, announces its annual picnic
If strike action becomes necessary
100% UNION
Marine Firemen, Oilers,
Laura Law case in Aberdeen. The deen, making an investigation
to maintain and extend labor's
1739 S. Pacific Ave. San Pedro, Cal. rights if it wished to observe the Atherton Park, Sunday, June 30.
Watertenders & Wipers Assn.
Rights Co
Civil
Chairman
Committee
re- gains, some 10,000 will be indirect
a
is
This
case.
the
of
of
"This
picnic
is
anniversary
an
rules of parliamentary procedure
at 6. Tel. Main 6331, Seattle
told me that he will be down here suit of pressure by labor and
volved.
our tenth birthday and we promICE AND REFRIGERATORS
Bert
within
your
convention
Coleman, Agent—Thurs.
address
to
groups
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••41.0.11.17
rights
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other civil
Ise everyone who comes a good
•FINE WATCHES
423 W. 18th St.
IR
time," IWO officers said. "Having a few days, at which time he 'will for a complete investigation of
'
and JEWELRY
Phone S. P. 3290
W.
in our 10 years of existence sup- give you the latest developments
EXPERT WATCH REPAIRING
Marine Cooks and Stewards'
HONEST
SAN PEDRO, CALIF.
ported every worthy progressive concerning this case, which of FRANK
ON THE WATERFRONT
TOM JANKOVICH
Association of the Pacific
JOE ROBINS
sauce, we now rightfully feel that course, the daily press have failed
Agent
Joseph Harris, Agent, 110 Cherry
418 W. SIXTH ST.
all progressive organizations to give.
Dont' miss the West Coast's
"Thank you, fellow workers,
Phone 0456
St.. Seattle. Phone ELilot 2562
San Pedro, Calif. should support our picnic—espemost unusual Radio Program
Phone 1339
and
I, wish you a very successful
the
fact
considering
that
adcially
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mission to the picnic is only five convention in the name of the Tune In On
and 25 cents; if bought in advance Washington Commonwealth FedCannery Workers & Farm
Choice Beer and Wines
and entitles you to chances on eration and also on behalf of the
Laborer's Union
gate prices including bedroom set, Washington Industrial Council."
Good Food — Open from
Local 7. U.C.A.P.A.W.A
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cockradios,
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Meets 1st and 3rd Saturday
every day from Monday thru
Brother Dennett for his address.
Phone 1240
tail bars.
1245 So. Center St.
Demetrio Martinez, Prop.
each month at 84 Union St.,
120 E. Anaheim
N. M. U. Book No. 14442 D. D.
imported and Domestic Goods
Saturday, at 4:45 p.m.—for
Seattle. Pres., T. A. Rojo; Sec.,
430 So. Palos Verdes St.
I. I. Josue; Bus. Agt, V. 0.
Tony PerIcich
Nick PerIcich
San Pedro, Calif.
Vincent Karmelich
Formerly of Catalina Terminal
Phone 6330
Matt Pericich
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UNION ICE & STORAGE

SHELL OIL CO., INC

VISIT

PALOS VERDES
CAFE

WILMINGTON

13th AND CENTER GROCERY
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MARIPOSA CREW BACKS BRIDGES

McCormick Expands
Coastwide Service
McCormick Steamship Co. is expanding its coastwise
gervice with the chartering of several vessels to replace the
five steam schooners they sold to the French. They have
chartered three wagons from Oliver J. Olson and have an
option on a fourth. In addition, they have chartered one

FAmiliar Chinese Scene

Fight Move to
Deport Harry

'NM

vessel from the Lawrence-Phillips0
outfit.
The new ships in the McCorm- SS Mexican
ick run are the Dorothy Phillips,
By JAMES RANDALL, No. 1257
the Cynthia, Barbara, Oliver and
Stewards' Delegate, SS Mariposa
Florence Olson.
HONOLLILLI—The Labors Non-Partisan League
McCormick sold the Wallingford, Nabesna, Munami, BrookClub aboard the SS Mariposa has unanimously passed
ings and West Planter to the
a resolution giving a vote of confidence to Harry
French government. These ships
Bridges and protesting the present attempt in Conare in Portland now awaiting
French crews—probably from the
gress to deport him.
Here are the minutes of the
Normandie — to take them
SS
No.
Agnew,
Johnny
by
The resolution, introduced
joint meeting aboard the SS Mexiacross the Atlantic.
can at sea, June 1:
797, says in part:
The Cynthia Olson is the CoSS Mexican at sea, joint meet"Be It Resolved, That this meeting of the LNPL on board
quina, old Matson ship brought ing
called to order at 6:30 p.m.
the SS Mariposa go on record as definitely against HR 8310,
out of the Antioch boneyard and June
1.
Springer (MFOW)
BarThe
ago.
months
and insist that it does not pass, and be it further
sold a few
elected
by acclamation,
chairman
giving
wholea
record
on
"Resolved, That this meeting go
bara Olson is the former SS Corand Bernard recording secretary.
vales, likewise a Matson wagon.
hearted vote of thanks and confidence to Brother Bridges
No delegate's reports. Last meetfor the sincere efforts he has ex-0
The 14 a in ii n F. McCormick,
ing minutes accepted.
pencled in nehalt of the workers of
and
Pedro
Peter Helms, Point San
New Business
the Pacific Coast."
Point San Pablo have all returned
Moved, seconded and carried to
Other resolutions passed by the
from intercoastal runs and will
put at least 14 inch ventilator in
meeting asked the passage of the
coastthe
into
back
likewise go
cooks' washroom.
Act, opposed
Youth
National
wise service. Ships that never left
Moved, seconded and carried to
Act,
Wagner
the
amendments to
this run are the Silverado, Ernie
paint all crew quarters and messand went on record as ''being defiMeyers, Chatles L. Wheeler and
rooms, also cooks' washroom.
nitely against the present antiWest Shipper.
Moved, seconded and carried to
labor, pro-war attitude of the
renew all mattresses and pillows,
Every seamen who has made the Orient run has seen something like this picture talmi by
President.
and to renew springs and frameMickey McDaniels of the black gang on the City of Los Angeles. It shows the Chinese salesmen and
"A state of war in the United
Members of the MCS dework of bunks where necessary.
States would create a dictatorship
divers in their boats in Hong Kong harbor.
Moved, seconded and carried to
as exists in England today," the partment of the Lurline held
request combination electric scutresolution pointed out.
a demonstration in front of
SS etlehlret
tlebutt and filter for quarters aft,
Enclosed in this report you will
the Matson docks in Frisco
as almost thirty men live there.
find a money order for $49 for
The significance of this situaMoved, seconded and carried to
our subscription to the "Voice." Thursday backing up the Mais self-explanatory, so as a
tion
Taft
President
SS
inbundle
our
have
to
renew all windchutes and put
rine Cooks' demand for the eightWe wish
San Francisco, Calif. remedy, we present the enclosed
screen doors in all quarters and
creased from 150 to 175, as our hour day for union members.
resolution, which we desire to be
crew is again getting up to normal
messrooms.
Secretary
Malone,
J.
V.
Mr.
Placards reminding the public
acted upon.
strength, thanks to the full coMoved, Seconded and carried to
Marine Firemen, Oilers Water.
Fraternally your,
operation of the Stewards' Depart- that the 8-hour day wa,s made the
all dead lights that don't
renew
tenders & Wipers Assoc.
of
couple
K. Vaughan, Del., 3043.
A few trips ago a
SS CADARETTA — A motion
law in most industries years ago 58 Commercial Street,
ment on board.
NEW YORK — Union brothers
portholes.
fit
of
was made and carried unanim- horses broke loose on the deck
Brother Johnny Agnew has been were carried.
Moved, seconded and carried to
The Resolution:
on the SS Atlantico, sailing under
San Francisco, California.
ously at the last joint meeting the SS Manukai and the Sailors
elected secretary of the LNPL
frequently
WHEREAS:
It
is
the Panamanian flag, have come that a vote of thanks be given the had to play cowboy to lasso the replace all poor working ;ans,
Brother
Bryant,
Bob
Brothers:
MCS
deleand
Sir
Dear
Mariposa Unit for the next six
necessary for ships sailing offin and to put one in square aft.
gate, was ill several days during
At a meeting held aboard the shore to secure replacements of to the aid of crew members of stewards' department of the SS wild steeds and put them back
months.
Moved, seconded and carried tO
the
trip,
this
Now
cages.
prepthe
their
excelllent
the
for
sea,
at
Cadaretta
Taft
President
SS
trumped
All jobs were finally filled in the trip and Brother Lankin made
crew, because of illness, paying the SS Ewa, now facing
prepare salads and dressings sepup
comes
stock
live
of
renquestion
perservice
members of the unlicensed
Los Angeles Harbor, and we are his report for him.
off, death, or missing ship by up charges of mutiny in New aration of food and
arately.
again, with the black gang asking
dered throughout the voyage.
sonnel, MFOW, went on record to members of the crew, and
looking forward to a successful
York.
Moved, seconded and carried to
A n educational discussion
chickens be
and
cattle
hogs,
to
effort
no
spared
"These
that
men
abolish
to
resolution
a
up
draw
members
card
trip
Several
trip.
WHEREAS: The manner of seextra get new clocks for messrooms.
donated
with
brothers
The
cargo
following
penalty
was
last
held
the
trip
"and
on
made
reads,
motion
the
the
please,"
"Min
shipping
in
injustices
present
are on board.
curing these replacements often
Moved, seconded and carried to
The ship's committee is as fol- Plan" for the crushing of labor foreign ports, which we desire to has the earmarks of connivery on the sums of money after their entire crew expresses their appre- rates.
minutes in "Voice of Fedprint
ciation to these brothers of the
Not only are the cattle which
Waiters, Bro. Selchan; In case this country goes to put on the floor headquarters for the part of certain individuals, names to help the "Ewa" boys:
lows:
eration."
stewards' department, namely: this ship usually carries hard to
Room Stewards, Bro. Agnew; war, with Brother Giddons as action and adoption.
giving rise to the suspicion that
Marine Firemen: J. Reid, No.
Collection for King, Ramsay
Bert Jacobson, chief steward and manage, but they STINK like hell
Cabin, Bro. Brown; Laundry, Bro. the main speaker. On this trip
For instance, a brother resid- it is a definite practice on the part 4133, $2; G. Harms, No. 2577, $2;
Conner discussed, and it watt
and
A.
ship
cook;
second
Volls,
Joe
cook;
the
and make living aboard
Walter Chow; Porters and Mess- the educational was on the subing, or on the beach, in some of some people to evade the ship- M. Doris,No. 3219, $2; J. Rogers, C. Mitthell, cabinman, and Wesley
to leave it up to each dedecided
unusually unomfortable.
men Bro. Jacobs; Stewardesses, ject of racial discrimination,
ping rules of our Union, and has
job,
for action.
partment
a
on
ships
Sister Franklin; Galley, Bro. Rock- with Frank Sommers giving the foreign port
sometimes resulted in friction No. 3127, $; L. Petressen, No. Banks, crew's messman."
Brother K. R. Henderson, was
A. BERNARD,
period
subthanks
was
a
The
after
of
and
vote
wiper,
2538,
No.
usually
Kawaihao,
TopJ.
$2;
Kennedy;
4228,
Bro.
ley; Bellboys,
among the crews, Now therefore
main speech. Both educationals
the new black gang delegate last
No. 1905,
MFOW,
H.
G.
by
"Voice"
the
to
mitted
and
$2; D. Putnam, No. 236, $2;
side, Bro. Varney Ferris.
were very interesting and well of two or three weeks at most, be it
trip, succeeding Steve Jarrett.
eScretary,
Recording
Thurman, MFOW delegate, and P.
We are planning a fifth of July received.
RESOLVED: That the MFOW J. Vasi, No. 561, $2.
Here are the minutes of the
Is promoted to a better job in
Sailors Union of the Pacific: F. Carroll, SUP 1930, Sailor's dele- MFOW meeting aboard:
memorial on board, and lieve sent
Here are the minutes of the New York or San Francisco, while adopt as a definite policy, that all
$15 to place a wreath at Stuart MCS meeting on board ship, as men on the beach are sometimes replacements of crew who are R. Habel, No. 4244, $1; 0. K. Jen- gate.
Meeting called to order. BrothThe SS Cadaretta, a steam
and Mission streets in memory of submitted by Joe Holt recording losing their shipping cards be- shipped in foreign ports where sen, No. 3647, $2; J. Cole, No.
A. T. Stagner elected chairer
4216, $2; schooner owned by Anderson-Midour departed Brothers Sperry and secretary:
cause of lax shipping. By this there is no office or agency of the 2638, $2; Harris, No.
Delegate reports that with
man.
No. dleton Lumber Co., has just finBordolse. It looks like a solid front
Meeting was called to order at practice many of these jobs never Union, be required to leive the Westman, No. 2382, $2; Duffy,
overtime
exceptions the
on board for the services, with all 9:30 p. m. Brother Giddons elect- reach the hall, thereby evading ship at the port of discharge, or 1972, $2; O'Brien, No. 2042, $2; ished one trip to the Canal Zone two
problem is OK. New business:
Siegto
charter
under
lumber
with
Lapituso,
T.
and
SIU;
cooperating.
Daugherty,
department
The following resolution was
ed chairman. A motion was made our established practice of ship- New York in the case of round
contact ofried Olson, and will make an- Moved that delegate
trip
Glod,
F.
and
$1,
card,
trip
their
stand
and
ships,
world
the
by the black gang aboard
passed
of
Many
hall.
the
through
to limit debate to once on each ping
fice on arriving in San Francisco
other.
$2.
card,
in
shipping
itst
the
on
chances
Maliko and submitted to
SS
the
as
only
subject by each speaker. Motion these men follow the sea
in 'regard to changing iron lockfor publication:
"Voice"
the
a matter of convenience and fre- the regular manner, and be it
the
lost.
Also,
style.
ers to original
MFOW is a rank
The
Whereas,
The minutes for May 9th were quently are in arrears in dues and further
SOH
skylight in the toilet should be
whose powers
RESOLVED: That notices be
individuals
organization
file
and
Certain
assessments.
read. A motion to concur, with
repaired, as it leaks whenever it
sent to all ships notifying them
are vested in the membership, and
the exception of the part con- have no difficulty in paying off
rains.
of this action, and be it finally
no official shall take any steps in
demning the Dies committee. The completely, including overtime,
The following quarters should regard to the policy of the organiRESOLVED: That in the
Resolution passed by Engine De- motion lost and the minutes were In Manila, while it is practically
be cleaned and painted: water- zation without the instruction of
partment of SS Columbian, June concurred in as they stood. Min- impossible for other brothers to event of favorable action, this
tenders, friemen, oiler and fire- the membership, and
even resolution be published in the
Honolulu,
in
off
8, 1940:
paid
be
utes for May 16th meeting red
men's bathroom. This request has
"Voice of the Federation."
Whereas, Our secretary, V. J.
persons .residing there.
Whereas, It has come to our and concurred in.
made twice previously. Dele- Malone has disregarded this subeen
attention that the Secretary of the
Brother Lankin reported for
gate to contact steward in regard preme law of the organization by
Here are the minutes of a joint <>MFOW&W, V. J. Malone, has seen Brother
Bryant, the delegate, bemeeting at sea aboard the Arrow we get a clock in the wheelhouse to cleaning and painting mess- sending a telegram to President
tit to send a telegram to President cause
of the latter's illness. He
Line freighter SS Edwin Christen- that strikes the time, and the room. Nominations for delegate. Roosevelt, which states: "I pledge
Roosevelt pledging the Firemen's
reported on the case of Brother
son. Aboard this job are Brothers wheelhouse clock be placed in the Brother W. Fountain nominated full support of the organization
Union support in case of war, and
Jacobi, who was entitled to stay
and declined. Brother Bewith with exception • of few isolated
V. Watkins, black gang delegate; messroom. Carried.
offering himself for the armed
In the dining room. In hospital
nominated and declined. Brother Communists in present world
J. Pico, L. A. Barker, E. Clifford,
forces, and
new
Moved and seconded that
cases the union makes an excepHenderson nominated and elect- emergency. I pledge full support
R. Capellete, E. E. Kumm and C.
Whereas, He states that with the
gratings be placed in crew's bathextended leaves for brothed by acclamation.
Bryant, of the firemen.
exception of a few Communists tion for
of 5000 members Marine Firemen's
Carried.
rooms.
ers who are seriously ill. There
on drinking foun- Union; and, if necessary, my prestap
Water
the 5000 members of the union
SUNDAY, MAY 19—AT SEA
Motion made and seconded that
are two scullions short, so the
So the Matson Lines want some suggestion on how to immess-room requested. ence in armed forces of the U. S.".
tain in
support his position, and
FERRIS, Chairman
we request that electric cooling
Whereas, We, the engine depart- scullions will continue with their prove their service, do they? The company has been posting BEKETIC, Recording Secretary
Moved and carried to give retir- and
for
obtained
be
containers
water
ing delegate a vote of thanks.
ment of tile SS Columbian, cate- work as usual and not speed up. up notices on all the big White Ships asking for suggestions
SS EDWIN CHRISTENSON
Whereas, Secretary V. J. Macrew in aft end of the ship; for
gorically state that this telegram In Honolulu, the men who usually from crew members—they promise five or ten dollars to the
Moved that any brother not at- lone sent this telegram without
Motion made and seconded that safety. Carried.
unless said the knowledge of any members in
tending in
was sent without the approval or work the second day will continue "lucky" guy whose suggestions are accepted.
minutes of last meeting be placed
as usual and get their overtime.
Motion made and seconded that, brother is on duty, thta charges the Firemen's Union outside of
knowledge of this ship, and
'
on file.
Well, here are a few ways of 0
new feather pillows be furnished be brought against him, Amemi- himself, and
Whereas, We are opposed to Negotiations are at a stand-still
Motion made an seconded that
that the black gang
'money
saving
will
we
know
when
don't
for unlicensed personnel. Carried. ed: That fin) be given to King,
we
and
America fighting a war away
Whereas, This crew wants no
to
be
Gang
report
referred
Black
sent in.
that Ramsay and Conner defense. part of the war in Europe and
seconded
from her own boundaries, and get results. Brother Lankin also on the Matsonia have
and
made
Motion
new business. Carried.
we are against pilling either the made the treasurer's report. It We doubt if "Matsonews" will
unconstitu- condemns anyone who would
all minutes be incorporated into Amendment
ruled
New Business—
allied or Hitler chestnuts out of was moved and carried to accept publish them, so we're listing
the regular meeting of the joint tional. Motion passed. Moved and attempt to Involve the United
Motion made and seconded that
the report with a vote of thanks. them just as the MFOWW delethe fire for them, and
meeting. Carried.
carried to take up matter of pen- States in the European ImperSteward be requested to order
Brother Giddons, dining room
Whereas, We support President
rates for carrying hogs and ialist slaughter; therefore, be it
alty
that
seconded
and
made
Motion
gate on the Matsonia sends them.
fruit juices of all kind. Carried.
Roosevelt only if he supports us sub-delegate, reported on the
Resolved, That we, the engine
we request new water glasses for cattle. Moved and carried to adNEW YORK — The status of
should bottle
company
The
1.
Motion made and seconded that
in our desire to stay at peace with brother who do not stand their
vise headquarters, in view of the room crew of the $S Maliko, reCarried.
messroom.
focsle
some 1000 or more Dutch, Belgian, steward request first class Calithe
the world and provide jobs over gang-plank watch and also, that up the air in the firemen's
Motion made and seconded that conflicting versions of the out- pudiate the statements in
telegram, and
here for Americans, and
we should cooperate with the to be used against the enemy in Danish and Norwegian seamen fornia oranges and first class Ari- we request two new fans in mess- port agreement, that said agree- afore-mentioned
case we're dragged into war by stranded in this country may be zona grapefruit. Carried.
Whereas, We state that not
ment should be dissolved and the brand it as just what it isa
room. Carried.
perone member of this crew is a
Brother Holt reported for the Wall street. The company should determined as the result of an acMotion made and seconded that
Motion made and seconded that offshore agreement put in its usurpation of power, and the
Communist, but only old fashsonal opinion of V. J. Malone only,
Bros.
LNPL and educational commit- not be patriotic and give this
Hills'
steward
that
any
Request
contact
place.
delegates
of
pitchers
water
new
request
we
tion begun in Federal Court,
ioned Americans who want to
time that he does not get first aluminum, and two new coffee coffee be used instead of present and be it further
tee and said the League was do- lethal gas to the government for
mind our own business, and not
Resolved, That a copy of this
ing a good Job on the bills in nothing, as the crew wants a Brooklyn, this week.
class oranges and grapefruit. Car- percolaters. Carried.
brand. Moved and carried to adheadquarters
Twenty-five members of the ried.
England's, France's, or GerCongress namely the Seamen's split in the profits.
Motion made and seconded that journ. All members of depart- .resolution be sent to
many's; therefore be it
and branches, to President RooseMotion
by
owned
made
that
and
seconded
Unemployment Compensation,
ment
Gandla,
SS
the
of
present.
crew
lava
and
soap
request
sand
we
2. The passengers should be
velt, and to the "Voice of the Fedwe request an assortment of dif- soap. Carried.
Resolved, That we sharply criti- the hills that were trying to
taken down into the crew's quar- the Compagnia Maritime Beige, a ferent
eration" for publication.
flavors of ice cream. Carcize Malone for sending this tele- nullify the Wagner Act, and the
Motion made and seconded that
ters for entertainment, where Belgian company, filed a libel
ALL TOGETHER: NO
ried.
gram and remind him he speaks bill that was trying to deport they can get a marine revue by
ENGINE ROOM CREW,
we request sweat rags for the
for himself alone and not for the Harry Bridges. He recommend- looking through the portholes against their ship, seeking their' Motion made and seconded that Black Gang. Carried.
SS Malik°,
MORE FORDS FOR ME
membership, and that we are ed that we send a telegram urg- (always under water) at the fish their wages and transportation we request buttermilk' and more
Motion made and seconded that
against American participation in ing a "Do Pass" vote on the floating by, and can also go swim- back to Antwerp. William L. Stan- fresh milk. Carried.
a new shower head be furnished
portholes
the
as
of
ming,
most
an imperialist war or foreign war. Unemployment bill.
dard, NMU attorney, is handling
Motion made and seconded that for sailors' shower. Carried.
water the case.
we close discussion of food probA motion that there be no poli- leak and there's alwisys
(Signed) H. W. Kloeppel, No.
Motion made and seconded that
sloshing around in the quarters.
Anti-Corrosive—Anti-Fotiling—Boottopping
Members of several foreign lem. Carried
817; E. A. Newell, 3967; E. C. tical business not pertaining to
we request nine new buckets for
3. The boys suggest that the
THE FEDERAL COMPOSITION AND PAINT CO., NEW YORK
Motion made and seconded that the Black Gang. Carried.
Sylva, 2419; Karl E Salonen, 2111; labor was lost. After considerable company fix the stern of the ship crews, Standard said, had been to
PILLSBURY 'et CURTIS, Agents
C. A. Moore, 730; James Mailman, discussion it was brought out that so that it stays on for ten years see him since Norway ancl the
ROOM 1509 SHELL BUILDING
PHONE EXbrook.3302
4501; John Westendich, 3146; A. the political situation affects instead of only two. The way the low countries were invaded. They
)Karpowski, 341; Harry J. Redden, labor to such an extent that we engines vibrate now most of the want to know (1) what their
\v0I'APFAIIIIIASFIRIPIMPAIIPAKIYARIMMIAlrirdr02112,114FArAIN
125.
would not be able to go for such gang think they're on a New status is now and (2) what it will
York subway at 42nd street every be in case their vessels are taken
PORT OF OAKLAND
a motion.
time the ship gets under way.
2
It was moved and carried to Fans, lockers and the cages on over by the German government.
,
GENERAL OFFICES AND TRAFFIC DEPT.: Grove Street Terminal—
Latest
2
Tel. Illgate 3188.
buy SOO copies of the pamphlet, the bunks rattle and shake as if The libel may force a determinaSAN FRANCISCO OFFICE: 260 California Street—Tel. DOuglas 0643.
Charters
"Ashcan the 11I-Plan". Moved Casey Jones was just pulling the tion of these questions by the
2
OUTER HARBOR, TERMINAL—Ft. of Fourteenth St.—Tel. HIgate 1820.
2
MS CLEVEDON—This old can- and carried to buy three copies Toonerville Trolley into the home United States.
Contracting Stevedores
GROVE STREET TERMINAL: Foot of Grove St.—Tel. Illgate 3188.
2
The
Antwerp
from
sailed
Candle
station.
nery motorship was in at Oakland of "Roberts' Rules of Order."
JUARKET STREET TERMINAL: Foot of Market St.—Tel. Invite 3188.
2
4, If some of these conditions April 22 and arrived in New York
this week under charter to Mitsui It was moved and carr:0:1 to
LOS
ANGELES
NINTH AVENUE TERMINAL: Foot of Ninth Avenue—Tel GLeneourt
SAN FRANCISCO
May 7, tieing up at Pier 33 in
8581 and illgate 3188.
Phone Wilmington 930
Co. to take a load of salt*to buy 100 copies of the Constitu- aren't improved abroad, the boys
11 112 Market St., Phone EX. 0330
remained.
Brooklyn,
has
she
where
in
off
pile
they'll
all
that
hint
STREET
&
DENNISON
Berth 145
LIVINGSTON
PIERS:
Foot
of
Livingston
end
tion of the U. S.
panese ports.
Dennison Streets—Tel. FRultvale 0747.
Hawaii and ship on the Mauna
On May 11, while the ship was
• SS ILLINOIAN: Haywire has
Under good and welfare it was
Loa (not the steamer by that still unloading cargo, the Nazis
chartered ,this ship. to the lath- brought out that the brothers who name, but the old inter-island
Invaded Belgium. A new cargo was
about
I
Ian
SS Co. for a round trip to were putting up the posters
rust-pot that's tied up in Hono- taken on and then unloaded. Since
dia. It was formerly in the the "Fifth Column" were in real- lulu now).
then the ship has not moved.
ity Fifth Columnists in the ranks
ercoastal run.
The men have been unable to
of labor, and that such a practice
either leave their jobs or obtain
Was contrary to the rules of good
POINT SAN PABLO
Pier 38
461 Market
Telephone DO. 2561
their wages. They received $5 on
(JAPAN MAIL)
The McCormick freighter Point unionism.
May 7, day of arrival in Brooklyn.
FAST FREIGHT, PASSENGER AND REFRIGERATOR
Respectfully submitted,
n Pablo has just finished one
Eastbound — Baltimore — Norfolk — Brooklyn — Port Newark
Wireless reports from the States On May 11, they received $2.50,
SERVICES
Joe Holt, Rec. Sec'y.
p in the sulphur trade, bringing
SS Company's SS Michigan tell and on May 18, another $2. Since
a load of the stuff from Galvesof the death of Capt. John Gron- then, Standard said, they have
WESTBOUND—Los Angeles—San Francisco—Oakland—Stockton
CALIFORNIA-ORIENT LINE
SEATTLE-VANCOUVER-ORIENT LINE
ton, Texas. The ship will go gack ALWAYS LOOK FOR
dahl, 60, aboard the ship May 22. been unable to draw on their
To Yokohama, Shanghai and Hongliong
Portland—Puget Sound
into the steam schooner trade some THE AMALGAMATED
The Michigan was en route from wages. Many, he said, are in need
To Yokohama, .Kobe and Osaka
time this month.
Manila.
Tsingtao
to
of
clothing,
especially
shoes.
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